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This paper is the second in a four part series, which is devoted tothe 
proof of the following Theorem: A finite group which admits a coprime 
fixed-point-free automorphism of order st (where r, s, tare distinct prime 
numbers) issoluble. 
Our section numbering continues that of [2], and we refer the reader to
[2] for notation (especially the nd of Section 3), preliminary results anda 
discussion of the overall strategy of the theorem’s proof. Throughout this 
paper (G, (a)) will be assumed to be a pair which satisfies Hypothesis III
(see Section 2 for adescription of Hypothesis III). 
7. MAXIMAL ~-INVARIANT {A U p)-SUBGROUPS 
The object ofthis section is to elucidate the structural consequences wh n
particular pai s of a-invariant nilpotent Hall subgroups of G fail topermute. 
The first two results of this section are immediate specializations of some of 
our earlier r sults. 
LEMMA 7.1. Let i,jE !P with i#j, and set {k} = !P\{i,j). Suppose P is 
an a-invariant SYIOW p-subgroup f G of type !P for which PL, # L,P. Then 
the following statements hold: 
(9 ?.fp f 2, then J(P, n,j) = {LijNp(Lij), P). 
(ii) If2 6& Xii, then YLu(P) =Nt,(P) & (L,),,. 
ProoJ By definition (Lij)* = (LiJ)ak and(Lij)&,.) = 1.Applying (2.8) to
G,, yields that [(Lij)=,, (G Jnii] = 1. In particular, i(Lij)*, P,,] = 1, and SO 
1 # Pax < C,(L,,) by Lemma 3.7. Part (i) of the lemma now follows by using 
(2.22) and Lemmas 5.3 and 5.7. 
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Now we prove (ii). Since 1 #P,,< C,,(L,,) <yP(Lij) and 2 6?k 7cij, we
have, by Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 5.3, that yL,(P) < (Lij)* = (Lij)ak. From 
Lemma 6.1 (applied to yLij(P)P) it follows that .yLij(P) = N,,(P). 
LEMMA 1.2. Let i, jE !P with i# j. If 2 4 7~~ U ~j and LiLj # LjLt, then 
Lx(ni, nj) = (LiNLi(Li>9 LjNLi(Lj>}* 
Proof A double application of Lemma 5.7, together with (2.22), gives 
the result. 
LEMMA 7.3. Suppose L,P # PL, where i E Y and P is an a-invariant 
Sylow p-subgroup ofG of type Y. Let { j, k} = Y\(i) and set J(p, nt) =
(PY, L,X} (by (2.22) IJ(p, ni)l = 2). If POj < X and (Li)ak < Y, then p = 2 
(symmetrically, ifPak< X and (Li),j < Y, then p = 2). 
Proof. Suppose that Paj < X and (Li)a, < Y holds with p # 2, and argue 
for a contradiction. Si ce 1 # (J!,,)~$ Y and (Li)ai = 1, Corollary 5.6 
dictates that P,,< X < Pai. Because a acts fixed-point-freely upon G, 
1 # Paj < [X, ak]. From Lemma 5.1 (a) (as p# 2 by assumption) 
Li = YCL~([X, a ]>. 
Now Li # Y and so (as Id(p) rri)l = 2) C,( [X, ak]) < X thence, by(2.3)(v), 
P = Pai. Consequently Y = [Y, ai] I! PY from which (2.21)(v) predicts that 
Y = 1, which is not the case. With this contradictions we may infer that 
p = 2. The analogous statement with ak and aj interchanged may be 
established similarly. 
COROLLARY 7.4. Suppose L,P# PL, where iE !P and P is an a- 
invariant Sylow p-subgroup ofG of type Y. Again, set M(p, ni) = (PY, LiX} 
and let {j, k] = Y\{ i}. Then (at least) one of the following must occur: 
(a> L: < K 
(b) P&iakj < X, and 
(c) p = 2 and one of Paj < X and (Li),k < Y or 
Pax < X and (Li),j < Y must hold. 
Proof Since Jp, 7Ci) = (PY,XL,} and both (Gqj)tPunir a d (Gak)tPUsil 
are a-invariant {p U n,)-subgroup f G, with the aid of Lemma 7.3, the 
corollary follows immediately. 
In the next three results we shall investigate each of the three possible 
outcomes as listed inCorollary 7.4. During these next hree results we shall 
assume the hypotheses and notation fCorollary 7.4, and, without loss of 
generality, willsuppose i = 1. 
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LEMMA 1.5. Suppose L: < Y. Then 
(a) X= 1, 
(b) Y=N,,(P), and soJ(p, n,) = {PN,,(P),L,J, 
(cl p,, = 1, 
(4 W,)n Y= -W,)or~ 
(e> p,, f 1 # p,,, 
(f) P is not equal to P,, P, or P,, and 
(g) if2 6 n,, then either L,,= L,, or Z(L,) < Y. 
Prooj: Part (a) follows from Lemma 5.2(d) (with p= a) and (2.21)(vi). 
Because X = 1, P = O,(PY)X = O,(PY) by (2.20), and so (b) holds. 
(c) From Lemma 3.12(iii), we have [L,, POT] = 1 which implies that 
P,,<X= 1. 
(d) Using Lemma 5.1 (e) gives that Z(L I) rT N,,(P) < Z(L ,),*,,, . 
Hence W,) n&,(p) = zw(*,*, = w,)** Suppose (say) that 
Z(L I)0 4 Z(L ,), .Then (Z(L ,),),*,,, # Z(L,)o. Therefore, by Corollary 4.5, 
O,,(Z(L,), P,) # 1 which then implies 
p, G wGv%,(w1), cm,,, G x = 1. 
This untenable situation means Z(L l)o < Z(L ,)* and, likewise, 
Z(L ,), < Z(L l)a. Therefore Z(L ,)* = Z(L ,)or so establishing (d).
(e) If P,, = 1, then, using (c), (Pm),*,,, = 1 which, by (2.8) forces 
[PO,Llu] = 1. Now X= 1 and so, since P,# 1, Z(L,)< Y=N,,(P). This 
then gives Z(L,) = Z(L,),, by (d) and so P, <X = 1, which is a 
contradiction. Thus P,, # 1 and, similarly, P,, # 1. 
(f) If P = P, or P,, then P,, = P, or P, (respectively), contrary to
(c). While P = P, gives Y= [Y,p] 4 PY by (2.3)(i). Hence Y = 1 by 
(2.21)(v). However, 1# L,* < Y, and thus P # P,. 
(g) If one of O,,(P,L ,0) and O,,(P,L,,) is nontrivial, thenthe shape 
of M(p, n,) forces Z(L,) < Y. Whereas, On,(P,LIO) = 1= O,,(P,L,r) 
implies, using Corollary 4.5 (as 2 & xi), that (L,,)& < LIT and 
(L,$&, < L,u. That is, LI,= L,r. This proves (g). 
LEMMA 7.6. Suppose P&, <X. 
(i) If, furthermore, p # 2 and OJXL,) # 1, then 
(a) X= MW = WW), CAL,), 
(b) Y= 1, and so A(P, zl) = {P, L,N,(L,)}, 
(cl Z(P) = Z(P), < N,(L A and 
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(d) either (N,,(X))* <X or P = P, holds (and so P # P, implies 
P is not star-covered). 
(ii) If, furthermore, 2 6SII,, then 
(a) Y<Lloz, and 
@I Y = Nt ,(P>. 
(iii) If, furthermore, p # 2 and O,(L, X) = 1, then 
(a) X<P,=P*, 
(b) X = NP(L,), and . 
(c) ifL,=LT and2&x,, then P=P,. 
(iv) If Z(P) < X, then Z(P) = Z(P), < N,,(L ,). 
Prooj (i) Parts (a) and (b) follow directly from (2.1 l), Lemmas 5.3 
and 5.7. Since O,(XL,) # 1, Z(P) & X and so Z(P) = Z(P)nX < P, by 
Lemma 5.1(b), andthus we have (c). 
(d) From part (a) we see that [X,p] < C,(L,). If [X, p] # 1, then it is 
clear that Np( [X, p]) <X. Since (Np(X))p < Np( [X, p]) by (2.3)(viii),when 
[X, p] # 1, we have (Np(X))p < X which then yields that (Np(X))* < X. 
Whilst [X,p] = 1 and (2.3)(v) f orces P = P, because C,(X) QX. This proves 
(4. 
(ii)(a) Since 2&7rc, and P,,P,<X, Y<L,nnL,r by Lemma 5.5 
(since X # 1). Thus Y < LIoT 
(ii)(b) From (ii)(a) Y < L,Or and thus, applying Lemma 6.1 to PY, we 
have P g PY. Now (b) follows. 
x < jiz”p’* BY @W(i)9 since p# 2, X = O,(L , X) X, = X, whence 
’ P 
(iii)(b) Employing (2.3)(ix) we obtain, since X = X,, 
L, = [L,,pl= [L,X,Pl 4 L,X. 
This proves (b). 
(iii)(c) Because PL, # L,P, (2.3)(xi) and (2.21)(v) imply that 
L, + Lo/ Set z, = L,/((L,) and use the usual “bar notation.” By Lemma 
3.3(vi) z,= (z,)* = (~,),(~,), (as 1, is Abelian). Now P,,P,< 
Np(L,) <P, Fd h_ence [P,, r] =_PO ard [P,, a] = P,. Sz, applying (2,3)(x) 
to both P,(L,I(L,M and P,(L,I(L,),), we have L, = GI(P,)(L,),= 
Cz,(P,)(z,),. If both C,,(P,) < Y and C,,(P,) < Y hold, then, as C,,(P,) = 
CL,V’,), CZ,V’,) = CL,P,> and Y < Llo, (by (ii)(a)), L I = CL ,L- BY a 
result ofBurnside (see [1, Theorem 5.1.41) L, =LIO,. Consequently at east 
one of C,(P,) <X and C,(P,) <X must hold. Therefore P = P, by (2.3)(v) 
and (iii)(a), so establishing (c). 
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(iv) Since Z(P) <X, Z(P) <P, by Lemma 5.1 (b). If p # 2, then by 
parts (i) and (iii) X =N,,(L ,), and then (iv) follows. So we may suppose that 
p = 2. Thus 26? A, and so Y = N,,(P) by (ii)(b). Applying (2.3)(xi) to Z(P)Y 
yields that [Z(P), Y] = 1. Since L, = O,,(L, Y)Y by (2.20) wehave Z(P) < 
N&J. 
LEMMA 7.7. Suppose p = 2 and suppose that P, < X and L ,, < Y hold 
(if P, < X and LIZ < Y were to hold analogous conclusions maybe drawn). 
Then 
(4 Ll = YG,WP,)44)~ 
@I C,WV,)v ~1) <X and so Z(P) = Z(P),, <X, 
(cl Lo< y<L,z=L:, 
(4 L, = L&,,R), 
(e) L, f Llr, 
(f) either P,< N,(L,) or OJXL,) # 1, and 
(d Z(P) < N,(L 1). 
Proo$ (a) Employing Lemma 5.1(a), s LIP, LIo < Y and P, <X, we 
obtain 
L, = ycL,wp,M) =ycL,wm 01) 
whence 
L, =ycL,PP,)d4). 
(b) This is immediate from (a) as L, # Y. 
(c) Now 1 # P,<X and 2 6Z 7r1 (because p= 2). Thus Y< L, by 
Lemma 5.5, so giving (c). 
(d) Applying (2.14)(ii) to O,,(L,X) P, since P, normalizes 
(O,,(L, X))* (=On,(L1 X),, by (c)) and using (2.20) yields that 
L, = YO,,&X) = LrCL,R>~ 
as required. 
(e) Suppose L, =L1,. Then [X, r] < O,(L, X) by (2.3)(ix). Hence, 
from (b), Z(P) < O,(L, X). Therefore O,,(L IX) < C,,(Z(P)) < Y which, 
because of(2.20), is untenable. Thuswe conclude that L 1 # L I,. 
(f) Since L: =L1,, O,(P,LJ < O,(L,X) by Lemma 3.9. Thus, if 
O,(L,X) = 1, then LIT a P,L,= by (2.10)(i) thence, using (d), this yields 
that P, < N,(L,). This establishes (f).
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(g) By (b) Z(P) = Z(P),, < X and, since Y= Y,, we have, using 
(2.3)0x), 
Thus Z(P) < Z(O,(XY)). 
Observe, since L ,, < Y, that 
LW,(xu))9 (o,,(xw),l G o,w) n o,,(xL,) = 1. 
Since L,, = 1, employing (2.12), we have that ]Z(O,(XY)), pa]centralizes 
O,,(XL,). If [Z(O,(XY)),pa] = 1, then this implies, by (2.3)(xi), that 
[Z(O,,(XY), ] = 1 and thence, since L, = O,,(L,X)Y, we have 
Z(O,(XY)) < N,(L J. Thus we have Z(P) < N,,(L ,). 
So we may assume that [Z(O,(XY)),pa] # 1. From (2.21) O,(XY) =
O,(PY) n X and so, since O,,(L ,X) 4 Y by (2.20), 
Thus 
Z(O,(PY)) < O,(PY) n x = o,(xY), 
and so Z(O,(PY)) < Z(O,(XY)). Because [Z(O,(PY)), pa]# 1 would force 
one of O,(PY) < X and O,,(XL,) < Y to hold, we have Z(O,(PY)) <P,,. 
Hence LW,WN, Yl = 1 ‘-v (2.3)(xi) and consequently 
Z(O,(PY)) < N&j). If OnI # 1 were to hold, then (2.3)(v), (2.21)(iv) 
and part (c) would force L, = L1,, contrary to(e). Therefore O,,(PY) = 1 
and so, in particular, Z(P)< Z(O,(PY)) by the centralizer lemma of Hall 
and Higman. Thus Z(P) < N,(L,) in this case also, and hence (g) is proven. 
We now turn to examine the possible interactions between pairs of nonper- 
muting a-invariant Sylow subgroups ofG of type Y. 
LEMMA 7.8. Let P and Q be (respectively) a-invariant Sylow p- and q- 
subgroups of G of type !P which do not permute (and let M(p, q) = 
(PY, QX}). Then with possible interchanging of p and q and rearrangement 
of p, u and 5, one of the following occurs: 
(a) P* <X, or 
(b) P, <X and Q;“,,, < Y with p = 2. 
Proof: Up to a rearrangement of p, q, p, u, and r there are two 
possibilities: P* <X or P, <X and Q$,, < Y. So, in order to establish the
lemma, it will suffice to show that in the latter possibility p = 2. 
So suppose p # 2 and argue for acontradiction. Thus,since 1# Q;“,,, < Y, 
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Lemma 5.5 is available andyields that X < P, n P,. This ituation violates 
the fixed-point-freeness of a upon G as 1 # P, <X. With this contradiction, 
the lemma follows. 
We proceed toexamine further the two possible situations depicted in 
Lemma 7.8. Accordingly, we assume in the two succeeding lemmas the 
hypotheses andnotation of Lemma 7.8. 
LEMMA 7.9. Suppose P* <X. Thin 
(a> Y= 1, and so J(P, s) = {P, N,(Q)Q}, 
@I Z(P) < N,(Q), 
(c) Z(P) is contained inone of P,,, P,, and PpT, 
(d) (suppose in(c) that Z(P) < P,,) Q,, = 1 and Q,, # 1 # Q,,, 
(e) (still supposing that Z(P) < P,, in (c)) U 4 Q,, for any nontrivial 
characteristic subgroup U of Q, Q, 4 Q,, and Q, 4 Q,, and 
(f) Q cannot be equal to either Q,, Q,, or Q,. 
ProoJ (a) Recourse to Lemma 5.1(d) produces, ince P* < X, 
P = XC,,(Y). By (2.21)(vi) Y = 1 as PQ # QP. Utilizing (2.20) gives the 
desired form of A(p, q). 
(b) The known shape of A(p, q) when combined with Lemma 3.14 
yields that Z(P) < X = Np(Q). 
(c) Since Z(P) < NP(Q) and PQ # QP, Z(P)* = Z(P) by Lemma 
5.1(e). We now show 
(4’ Z(p), = Mp>,)(*,,, y Z(P), = MP>,>,$,, and Z(P), = W’>&+ 
If, say, Z(p), + (Z(P),),*,,, T thenby Corollary 4.5, O,(Z(P), Q ) # 1 (note 
that (b) implies Z(P),Q, is a group). This gives 
which contravenes (a). Similar considerations applyto Z(P), and Z(P),. 
Thus (c)’ holds. 
Were each of Z(P),, Z(P),, and Z(P), nontrivial thenLemma 3.14 applied 
to Z(P)Q would give acontradiction to theform of J(p, q). Hence at least 
one of Z(P),, Z(P),, and Z(P), must be trivial. Suppose Z(P), = 1 (say). 
Then (c’) gives Z(P), < Z(P), and Z(P), <Z(P),. Therefore Z(P), =
Z(P), = Z(P)* = Z(P). Hence Z(P) Q P,,. Clearly if Z(P), = 1 or 
Z(P), = 1 pertained, then(respectively) Z(P) < P,, and Z(P) < P,,. 
(d) Because G,, is nilpotent a dZ(P) < P,,, Q,, < Y = 1. If (say) 
Q,, = 1, then <Q,>&, = 1 and so, using (2.8), [Q,, P,] = 1 whence (since 
Z(P) < P,) 1 # Q, < Y = 1. Hence Q,, # 1 and, likewise, it may be shown 
that Q,, # 1. 
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(e) Since Z(P) < N,(Q), Z(P)U is a group admitting a.If U < Q,, 
then applying (2.3)(xi) to Z(P)U yields (as Z(P), = 1) [Z(P), U] = 1, 
contrary toY = 1. Thus U 4 QO. The remaining assertions follow similarly 
by considering Q,Z(P) and Q,Z(P). 
(f) Suppose (say) that Z(P) < P,,. If Q were equal to Q, or Q,, then 
Q,, # 1, contrary to(d). While Q = Q, is ruled out by (e). 
LEMMA 7.10. Suppose P, <X and Q;“,,, < Y. Then 
(a> YSQp=Q*andQ,,=L 
(b) Q # Qp (and so Q is not star-covered), 
(c) for all non-trivial a-invariant subgroups R of P,, N,,(R) < X, 
(4 Z(P) = Z(P),, < X, 
(e) Z(p) Q N,(Q), 
(f) [Z(P), Y] = 1, and 
(g) XP,#P#XP,. 
Proof: From Lemma 7.8 we recall that p = 2. 
(a) By hypothesis 1 # P, <X and so, since q# 2, Y < Qp by Lemma 
5.5. Hence Q* = Q, and Q,, = 1. By Lemma 7.9(a) Y # QP. 
(b) Suppose Q = Q, were to hold. Then, by (2.3)(ix), 
[X,p] < O,(QX). If [X,p] # 1, then O,(QX) # 1 and so Z(P) < X, and, 
moreover, Z(P) = Z(P), since Z(P) n O,(QX) = 1 by (2.20). Thus, either 
QX = W~J or Z(P) = Z(P), < X. Set R equal to X or Z(P) depending on
which of the two possibilities occurs. We observe that C,(R) < Y. Now 
R,, = 1, R <X and Q;“,,,, , < Y. Thus, taking ur = y, Q = YC,(R) by 
courtesy of Lemma 5.1(d). Therefore Q = YC,(R) = Y, contrary to 
PQ # QP. So we conclude that Q # Q,. 
(c) Applying (2.14)(ii) to P,O,(QX) yields that 
O,(QX) = CoQ,,,,U',W,(QX)), 
(because P, normalizes (O,(QX))* = (O,(QX)),). Consequently 
Q = YO,(QX) = Q,C,(P,,) (using Y< Q,). Since Q # Qp and Y Q Q,, it 
follows that N,(R) < X for all nontrivial a-invariant subgroups R of P,. 
(d) Evidently, from (c), Z(P) < X. Use of Lemma 5.1 (e), as Q;“,,, < Y, 
yields that Z(P) = Z(P),, . 
(e) This may be established by mimicking the proof of Lemma 7.7(g). 
Note that we have the necessary ingredients here, namely, Z(P) = 
Z(P),, < X3 Y < Q, + Q, and Q&, < Y. 
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(f) Because Z(P) < [X, p] < O&W) and, by (e), Z(p) QNp(QX we
have 
[Z(P), Yl <O,WY) n Q = 1. 
(g) Suppose P = XP,, and argue for a contradiction. The ,by 
(2.3)(ix), [P, a] < X. Hence 
[qw), 01 < O,(PY) n [P, al < qo-w f-lx. 
Since Y normalizes O,(PY) and O,(PY) nX, employing (2.3)(x) together 
with a“normalizer chain” between O,(PY) n X and O,(PY) (see (2.14)) we
obtain 
O,W) =CO,WY, Ww,(py)nm. 
Now Q, < Y < QP and so [Y, a] # 1. Hence, since Q = Q, is inadmissible, 
we must have O,(PY) <X which then, by (2.20), contradicts PQ # QP. 
Therefore P # XP, and, by a similar argument, P # XP,. 
We now proceed tointroduce th notion of the “n -p type” of an a- 
invariant Sylow subgroup oftype !P (“n -p” stands for “nonpermuting”). 
DEFINITION 7.11. Set Y = {i,j, k}and let P and Q be (respectively) a- 
invariant Sylow p- and q- subgroups of G of type Y. Then P is said to be of 
n - p type Iwith respect toQ if PQ # QP and P* < S,(Q); 
n - p type II with respect toQ if PQ # QP and Q* < .3$(P); 
n -p type III(i) with respect toQ if PQ # QP, Pei < S,(Q) and 
Qoj' Q,, < -%(P); 
n -p type IV (j, k) with respect toQ if PQ # QP, QWi < 9,(P) 
and paiT pak < 4(Q). 
Sometimes n -p types III(i) and IV(j, k)will be abbreviated to just n -p 
types III and IV. 
Let P be an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup f type Y. By the phrase P is of 
n -p type I, II, III, or IV we mean that here exists some a-invariant Sylow 
q-subgroup Q of G of type P such that P of n -p type (respectively) I, II, 
III, or IV with respect toQ. If P permutes with all a-invariant Sylow 
subgroups of G of type Y, then P is said to be of n -p type V. Of course, if 
P were of n -p type III, then p = 2. 
Remark. By Lemma 7.8, every a-invariant Sylow subgroup ofG of type 
Y is of n -p type I, II, III, IV, or V though at the moment, with the 
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exception of n -p type V, there is no reason to expect that hese n-p types 
should be “well defined.” This and related matters will be examined in Part 
III. 
8. LINKING THEOREMS 
THEOREM 8.1. Let P be an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup ofG of type w
and let i, jE v with i#j. Then at least two of P, Li, and L, permute. 
ProoJ Suppose the lemma is false and, without loss of generality, that 
i = 1 and j = 2. Thus we are assuming 
to hold. 
L,LzfL&,, PL,#L,P and PL, # L,P 
The proof amounts to considering case by case the possibilities for 
&(p, xi) and A(p, rcJ as predicted by Corollary 7.4 and showing that each 
alternative yields a contradiction. A further division fthe proof occurs 
depending onwhether 2kZ z, u n2 or 2 E 72, U 7~~. One part of the proof or 
which such a division isunnecessary is the following case: 
(a> LF < $,(P) and G < -‘%JP). 
From Lemma 7.5, qp) = N,,(P) and YL2(P) = N,*(P). Since 
L,L,#L,L,, from (2.22), A(7c1q)= {L,Z,,L,Z,} (where Zi=YLi(Lj), 
{i, j} = { 1,2}). Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
(N,(P)) tnlUn2, < L,Z,. Thus NL2(P) < Z, and so (l#)N,,(P) = Y&(P). Now 
by hypothesis, L,* < YL,(P) = N,,(P). Employing Lemma 5.9(a) (with 
J = N,>(P)) yields that 
L, = C,,(N&‘N Z,W Z#-‘) = C&%#‘)) Z,N,,(P). 
Because L,* Q NL,(P), we see that, from Lemma 3.6(iii), C, ,(N,,2(P)) < 
C, ,(L,). Therefore 
L, = C&J Z,K,P) = W%,(P). (8.1) 
Consequently, since L,P# PL,, Z, # 1 by (8.1). Thus Zf # 1 for ZF = 1 
forces Z,d L,Z, (by (2.8)) which then gives L,L2 = L,L, (see (2.21)(v)), 
contrary toL,L, # L,L,. Thus 
I# Z: <N,,(P) n Z, = 9&(P). 
Recalling that Lf < YL2(P) = NL2(P), and using Lemma 5.9(a) again (with 
J = Z,*) produces 
Lz = CL,@:> %,(L,) %#‘) = C&G+? Z&(P). (8.2) 
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It is claimed that 
Clearly, because of (8.2), itwill suffice to show that C,,(Zf) < Z,. Suppose 
the contrary, that is, C,,(Z:) 4 Z,. Then Z(L,) < C,,(Z:) Q Z, and so, by 
Lemma 5.1(e), Z(L,) = Z(L ,)*. But then CL2(Z:) < C,,(Z(L i)) Q Z, which 
shows that he assumption C,,(Zf) z& Z, is absurd. Thus (8.3) holds. 
Hence, from (8.1) and (8.3), L = N,,(P) Z, and L, = N,,(P) Z,. Without 
loss, we may suppose 2& 7~~. Consequently, as Z, # 1, and L ,, = 1, 
Corollary 5.6 demands that Z, < Lzo. Therefore Z,< LF < NL2(P). This 
forces L, =NJP) Z, = N,,(P), and this contradiction shows that (a) is 
untenable. 
Before considering thenext case, we introduce some further notation 
which will be adhered to throughout the proof of this theorem: 
Jm,q)= {PY,,L,X,}, and 4P, Jb) = {PY,,L,X,J. 
Since 2@ 7ci U rc2, from Lemma 7.2 we have that &(n, , rc,) = (L , N,>*(L ,), 
L2NL,(L2)). First we consider the situation when (at least) one of 0,(X, L,) 
and O,(X,L,) is nontrivial. Suppose (say) O,(X,L,) # 1. Consequently, b  
(2,21)(iv) andLemma 5.1 (b) Z(P) = Z(P), < X, . Moreover, since P, < X,, 
Z(P) <X, and so, as PL, # L,P, Z(P) = Z(P),, <X, n X,. By Lemma 
7.6(iv) Z(P) < Np(LI) n N,(L,). 
Without loss of generality we may suppose that L,r < N,,(L,). Because 
lA(p, x,)1 = 2, either N,(L,) <Xi or N,,(L,) < Y,. If the latter occurs, then 
L1,<NL,(Lz) < Y, and so Z(P) = Z(P)nX, <P, by Lemma 5.1(b) 
However Z(P) < P,, , and so this alternative v olates the fixed-point-freeness 
of a upon G. Whilst he former, N ,(LJ <X,, means Z(P) < N,(L,) <X,, 
and so 
W>n7&,)+ 1. (8.4) 
Now Z(P) = Z(P),, gives 
Z(P), = 1. (g-5) 
Moreover, byLemma 7.6(ii)(a), 
The situation depicted by(8.4)-(8.6) contradicts Lemma 5.10(c). 
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Thus we have shown that case (b) is impossible if one of O,(L, X,) and 
O,(L,X,) is nontrivial. Whilst O,(L, X,) = 1 implies that Z(P,) < P,, by 
(2.13), contrary toa acting fixed-point-freely. This completes case (b). 
(c) P~,,~X,,L:~Y,and2~~,~7[~. 
From Lemma 7.2 we have, since 2@ 7ci U x2, A(n,, IIJ = {L, N,,(L ,), 
L2NL,(L2)} and from Lemma 7.5(b), J(p, ?r2) = {PN,*(P), L2}. Suppose 
LzT < NL2(L1). Then Lzr < NL2(LI) f7Y, = yy,(L,). Since X, > P,, LIo = 1 
and X,= 1 <X,, employing Lemma 5.10(a) (with /I = (I, J= LzT and 
P = M) gives that C,(Lzr) 4 X,. Because we are assuming 2@ 7c2, either 
LzD= Lzr or Z(L,) < Y, must hold by Lemma 7.5(g). By Lemma 7.5(d) 
Z(L,) n Y2 = Z(L,),,. Thus, either Lzp = LzT = LF or Z(L,) ,< LZp,. 
Whichever possibility occurs we may assert that C,(L,J < X, (for the 
former alternative use Lemma 3.7). As this eventuality hasbeen ruled out, 
we conclude that Lzr 4 N,JL,). Thus L,r < NlaI(L,). 
If Z(L,) = Z(L,),, < N,*(P) = Y,, then by (2.3)(xi) (applied to 
-WA N&J). LWJ, N&*)1 = 1. Since 1 f Llr G N,JL*h 
C&‘L,&))<NL2(Ld whence -W,)<N&J Thus Z(L,)<N&,)n 
NL2(P). Hence Z(L,) n yx,(Ll) > Z(L,) # 1. Now Z(L,), = 1, P, < X, and 
X,=l~X,andso(withL=L,,M=PandN=L,)thisiscontrarytothe 
conclusion fLemma 5.10(c). Hence Z(L,) = Z(L,),, < Y, cannot hold. 
Therefore, in view of Lemma 7.5(d) and (g) (as 2 & q) we must have 
ho = L&. Applying Lemma 6.4 to L,NLj(L,) we obtain N,,,(L,) g 
L,N,,(L,). Since 1# Llr < N,,(L,), (2.21)(v) shows that L,L, = L,L,. 
This disposes of(c). 
Before proceeding to the next case, we establish 
(8.7). Assume the following conditions hold: 
0) X, f 1, 
(ii) Z(P), = 1 and Z(P) <X2, 
(iii) 26? n,, and 
(iv) Y,<L, =L:. I 
Then L,r 4 N,.,(LJ (=c9Ll(Lz)) (and there xists ananalogous statement for 
w 
Proof: Suppose that L,T < NLI(Lz), and argue for a contradiction. Since 
2 @ 7c,. yL,(Lz) = NL,(L2) by Lemma 5.7. If O,,(L,N,,(L,)) = C,,(L,) = 1, 
then, by (2.13)(i), NLI(L2) < L,. (as L,* = 1 and 2 GE 71,). Therefore, since 
-q=LT, 
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Thus L ,, = L L,. Employing Lemma 6.4 yields X,g X, L, which then gives, 
since X, # 1 by (i), PL, = L, P (see (2.21)(v)). By hypothesis PL,# L,, P
and thus we infer that C,,(L,) # 1. 
We observe, using Lemma 5.10(c) that Z(P) n yx,(L,) = 1 because (using 
(ii) and (iv)) 
Y, GL,+5,&) and Z(P),= 1. 
Consequently, since by hypothesis Z(P) <X,, X, < X, is untenable. 
Therefore, by considering 
(N,(o,,(L,x*))),,“,2, 2 x*9 C&*) 
we see that C,,(L,)< Y,(+5,r, by (iv)). Thus, with the aid of (2.13)(i) (as 
Lzo= 1 and 2@7r,) 
Hence, since C,,(N,,(L,)) < NL,(L2), (2.3)(v) dictates that L, = L ,, .
However L ,, < Nr,(L2) (by assumption), contrary to L, L, # L,L,. Thus we 
have demonstrated thatL,r <N,,(L,) leads to an intractable situation, s  
verifying (8.7). 
(4 paj<X, and LIakl < Y,, where (j, k} = (2,3) (and so by Lemma 
7.3, as PL,#L,P,p=2). 
We shall first deal with the two possibilities Lf < Y,and P&, <X,. 
From Lemma 7.7(b) wehave that Z(P) = Z(P),,, and so, since G,,, is 
nilpotent, (2.3)(xi) shows that [Z(P), NL2(P)] = 1. If L,* < Y, were to hold, 
then Y, = NL2(P) (f1) by Lemma 7.5(b) which implies that Z(P) <X,. 
However, byLemma 7.5(a), X, = 1, and this rules L: ,< Y, out of con- 
tention. 
Now suppose P&, , <X,. It is claimed that P, <X, and L,- < Y, (that is, 
aj = t and ak = (T). Ifthis were not so, then we would have P, < X, and 
L,r < Y, from which it follows, by Lemma 7.7(b), that Z(P) < P,,. Since 
P, < X,, this gives Z(P) <X, and hence Z(P) <P, by Lemma 5.1(b). This 
absurdity verities the claim. 
Consulting Lemma 7.7 we see that Z(P) QP,, and that L,* =L,r >
Y, >L,o. Since P&), <X,, Z(P) = Z(P), <X,. Moreover, X, # 1, 2 @ 11, 
and Z(P), = 1, and so all the hypotheses of (8.7) hold. Consequently 
LIT 4N,,(L,). Thus Lzr <NLz(L1). We also note that Z(P) <N,(L,) by 
Lemma 7.6(iv). 
Because Lzr normalizes L 1 and L: = L,, (2.14)(ii) shows that 
L, = C&&9/ From Corollary 5.6, as NLl(LI) # 1 and 2 6? x,, 
N&Y) G Lkr. Now, by Lemma 7.7(e), L, #L,r (as P, < X, and L,e < Y,). 
Hence (?L,&,) &N&d must pertain. Clearly, then, Z(L,), = 1. 
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Now Z(P), = 1 (because Z(P) < POO) and therefore r acts fixed-point-free 
upon Z(P) Z(L,) (which is a group since Z(P) GNP&,)). So 
[Z(P), Z(L,)] = 1 and hence Z(L,) < CJZ(P)) < Y,. However, recourse to
Lemma 7.6(ii)(a) (as 24 7~~) yields that, Y, < Ll,,, contrary tothe previous 
deduction, Z(L,), = 1. With this contradiction, we have eliminated case (d) 
when P* (prj < X,. We may therefore assume that P,, < X, and Lza < Y,, 
where {/, m} = { 1,3}. Since, by Lemma 7.7(b), Z(P) <X, nX,, ternma 
5.1 (b) gives Z(P) < P,, . Hence neither L,T < Y, or LzT < Y, can hold 
(otherwise Z(P) <P, by Lemma 7.7(b)). Thus we have 
p, <x,9 Llm< y, and p, <x,9 Lz. < y,. 
From Lemma 7.7(c), Y, < L,r = L: and Y, < LzT = L,*. 
Since, additionally, X, # 1 #X,, Z(P), = 1 and 2 & z, U rc, a double 
application of (8.7) demands that LIT 4 N,,(L,) and Lzr z& Nr,(L,). However, 
one of L,r,<N,,(L,) and L&NN,*(L,) must hold because L,7L,T= 
oaln,“zd is an a-invariant { rc, U n,}-subgroup. Thisincompatible situation 
shows that (d) is untenable. Taking into account he symmetry between 
certain configurations, we see that (a)-(d) settle the theorem when 
2@7r*u7r*. 
We shall now examine the prevailing situation when 2 E rr, U n2 ; for 
definiteness w  will assume 2E 7c,. Appealing toLemmas 5.7 and 7.5-7.7 
we have 
and 
(here, wehave set Z = TL,(LJ). 
Suppose for the moment that Lf <N,,(P) and P&, < N,(L,). From 
Lemma 7.5(c) (as Lz < N,JP)) P,, = 1. Therefore pt acts fixed-point-freely 
upon all a-invariant {p U rc,}-subgroups f G.Consequently (G,),,,,,, is 
nilpotent, andso [P,, L,r] = 1. Now LI*(p,F = LIT and hence, with the aid of 
Lemma 3.7 (with z= {p U n, }, 13. = nl, /3 = pz) P, < C,(L,*(pr,) = C (L,). 
That is, [P,, L,] = 1. Because P,LIr < PN,,(P) (as Lf < NL2(P)), itfollows 
that 
(wp,N~,,“n*, aL,,br. 
Hence 1 # LzT < NL2(L,). Therefore 
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Further, P & N&i) = yP(L1) = X, and X, = 9P(Lz) = 1 <X, . Employing 
Lemma 5.10(a), as L2,=1, (with /?=a, J=L2,, L=L,, M=P and 
N = L,) gives that C,(Lzz) 4 X, = Yp(L,). Consequently C,,(LzT) < N,,(P) 
and so, in particular, Z(L ) <N,?(P). 
Therefore, using Lemma 7.5(d), Z(L,) < LzpT, from which we obtain 
C,(LzT) < C,(Z(L,)) <X, whereas C,(LzI) 4 X,. This shows that (when 
2 E rr, ,) Lf < N,*(P) and P&, < N,(L,) is untenable. 
We now turn to examine the situation LT < Y, and P&, < N,(L,). 
Initially, the argument proceeds a in the case of LT < NL2(P) and P&) < 
N,(L,) (the case in hand differs from LF <N,,(P) and P&, < N,,(L ,) in 
that we do not know that Z(=Y”,,(L,)) = N,,(L,)). 
From Lemma 7.5 we have that Y, = N,](P) and that P,, = 1. Hence, as in 
the preceding case, using Lemma 3.7, we obtain [P,, L2] = 1, and so, by 
studying @WT))ln,u~21 T we infer that 1# LIT ,< Z. 
It is asserted that Z = O,,(L,Z) Y=(N,(L,)). LetR be a nontrivial charac- 
teristic subgroup of L,. Then N,(R) = Np(L2) (since N,(L,) = Yp(Lz)). 
Therefore N,(L,) permutes with N,,(R) (since WG(R)hpu,,, = 
N,(R) N,,(R)). Also, note that N,,(R) Q Z. From (2.7) we have 
Z = ~&TW%.,~J<Q>>~ G,WQN 14 E=z, Q E SYV~). 
Collecting these observations together gives Z = O,,(L,Z) Yz(Np(L2)), as
asserted. Observe that, since Z # L,, Yz(Np(L,) # 1. 
Now N,(L,) > P, and LID = 1. Moreover, because Yz(NP(LZ)) Np(L2) is 
an a-invariant (rr, Up}-subgroup with 1 # P&, < N,(L,), the known shape 
of .A@, rri) yields that 
%W&)) S N&7 = Y,. 
Applying (2.14)(ii) to Yz(Np(L,))P yields that 
P = N&J C&?.AN~(Lz)))~ 
Since P # N,(L,) and J(p, n,) = {PN,,(P), L,}, we must have 
C,,(Yz(Np(L2))) < N,,(P). Thus Z(L i) < N,,(P). ByLemma 7.7(d) Z(L ,) = 
Z(L,L,- Using (2.3)(xi) g ves (as G,, is nilpotent) [Z(L ,), NIa2(L,)] = 1. 
Therefore, as L, =NL2(L1) O,,(L,Z) (by (2.20)) and Z(L,)< LIT <Z, 
Z(L,) < Nr,(L,). Clearly NL,(L2) < 9z(Np(Lz)). Thence 
C,G%WALJ)) S CA-V I>> S X, = 1. 
This gives acontradiction in the shape of P = N,(L,). 
Thus, (when 2 E n,) we have dealt with the two possibilities Lz < N,2(P) 
and P&, Q N,(L,); and LT < Y, and P& < N,(L,). Inview of part (a) and 
Corollary 7.4 (since p # 2 here), tocomplete the proof of the theorem we 
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only need to show (when 2 E xi) that P&, < NP(LI) and P,&, < N,(L,) is 
impossible. Assume P&, < N,(L,) and P&, < N,(L,) holds. Because 
P* = P, = P, would force P, = 1, we must have (see Lemma 7.6(iii)(a)) at 
least one of C,(L,) and C,(L,) nontrivial. Whichever one is nontrivial we 
may infer that 
Z(P) = Z(P),, < N&J n NAL,). 
Let (i,j} = { 1,2} and suppose LiT < yLi(Lj). Because Li, < ‘FLi(Li), 
Z(P), = 1 and Z(P) < ‘gN,,(Li)(Lj)y we have, with the aid of Lemma 5.9(b), 
that 
If i = 2, then Yz Q Lzp, (by Lemma 7.6(ii)(a)) which then gives L, = .q.,(L,). 
Thus i = 1, and L, = ZY,. Observe that C,(L,) # 1 implies (as p # 2) that 
Y, = 1 by Lemma 5.3. As L,L, #LA, and L, =ZY,, 
C,(L,)(=O,(L,N,(L,))) = 1 whence, by Lemma 7.6(iii)(a) N,(L,) <
P, = P*. A further consequence ofC,(L,) being trivial is that C,(L,) # 1 
(since one of C,(L,) and C,(L,) is nontrivial). Now observe that 
Np(L2) < N,(L ,) cannot hold. For N,(L,) < N,(L ,) together with 
N,(L ,) < P, and the fact hat (because C,(L,) # 1) 
CANAL,)) G N&J G N&J 
yields that P = P, (by (2.3)(v)). However P, < N,(L,) and P # N,(L,) by 
hypothesis. 
Since p# 2, by Lemma 7.6(i)(a), 
N,(b) = (NAUL C&J. 
Because P, < N,(L i) and N,(L,) 4 N,(L i), C,(L,) $ N,(L ,). This leads to 
the desired contradiction s nce 
so forcing Z Q Y, which then gives L, = ZY, = Y,. 
Each of the possible forms for M(p, z,) and Jp, q) have been shown to 
be incompatible with the hypotheses ofthe theorem, and so the original 
supposition that PL i # L , P, PL 2 # L, P, and L , L z # L 2 L , has been refuted. 
The theorem now follows. 
LEMMA 8.2. Let P be an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of type !P and set 
Y = (i, j, k}. If PL, # L,P and PL, # L,P, then 
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(a) Li* f&N,,(P) and Lj* 4 NLj(P); 
@I Z(P) = (Z(f’))aiaj < Np(Li) n Np(Ljh and 
Cc) pafi G %CLi) n %CLj)* 
Prooj: Without loss of generality, we take i = 1 and j = 2. Also, let 
J(p, rri) = {PY,,X,L,} and .M(p, n,) = {PY,, X,L,}. Since P does not 
permute with L, or L,, L,L, = L,L, by Theorem 8.1. 
Suppose, for the moment, that L,* < Y,. Then, by Lemma 7.5, 
Y, = NL,(P). X,= 1, and P,, # 1. Therefore, by Lemma 3.13, C,(L,) # 1. 
Thus Z(P) = Z(P) n X, < P, by Lemma 51(b). Now O,,(L, L,) # 1 would 
force C,(L,) <Xi which is not possible. So O,,(L,L,) = 1. Thus, from 
(2.13), either 2E rr2 or L, = Lzp. Suppose L, F L, pertains. Then, by 
(2.3)(ix) and(2.20), Z(P) <P,. Consequently [Z(P),@ Y,] = 1 by (2.3)(xi) 
whence Z(P) < X, = 1, a contradiction. Therefore 2 E rr2. Hence, employing 
Lemma 7.6, A(p, q)= {P,N,(L,)L,}. From (2.13) we have that 
-W,) <L,,, and so, applying @J)(x) to Z(P) Z&h [[Z(P),p], Z(L,)] = 1. 
The form of J(p, ZJ implies Z(P) < P,. As seen previously this is 
untenable. Therefore w conclude that Lf 4 Y, and, similarly, that Lf 4 Y. 
This proves (a). 
If one of (P, < X, , L ,, < Y, } and {P, < X, , L ,, < Y, } holds, then, by 
Lemma 7.7, Z(P) = Z(P), < N,(L ,). If, additionally, PC,  < X,, then 
Z(P) < X, and so, by Lemma 7.6(iv), Z(P) < N,(L,). Since L,” = 1, we 
would then have Z(P) = Z(P),, < N,(L ,) n N,(L,). Whilst, if P& & X,, 
then (since Lf 4 Yz) Lemma 7.7 implies Z(P) = Z(P), < N,(L,). Therefore 
to complete the proof of (b) we need to examine the case P&, <Xi and 
P&, < X, . If both 0,(X, L,) and 0,(X, L,) are trivial, then Z(P,) < P, n P, 
by (2.13), a contradiction. S  we have (say) that 0,(X, L,) # 1. Then 
Z(P) = Z(P), < N,(L,) by Lemma 7.6, and thence Z(P) < X,. Using 
Lemma 7.6 again we obtain Z(P) = Z(P), < NJLJ, so verifying (b). 
Since Lf 4 Y, and Lt 4 Y,, (c) follows from Corollary 7.4 and Lemma 
7.7(b). 
We note an easy consequence of Lemma 8.2(a) inour next result. 
LEMMA 8.3. Suppose that P is an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup ofG of 
type !P, that P is star-covered and that p# 2. Then P permutes with at least 
two of L,, L,, and L,. 
ProoJ: Suppose P does not permute with either L,or L,. Then, as p # 2, 
P,& ,< %P(L A and P;“,,, l < yp(L,) by Corollary 7.4 and Lemma 8.2(a). Now 
Lemma 7.6(i)(d) dictates that P = P, = P,, a contradiction. Thus Lemma 
8.3. holds. 
Our next lemma will be required inPart IV. 
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LEMMA 8.4. Let P be an a-invariant Sylow p-subgroup f G of type Y
and set Y= {i, j k). Assume the following conditions hold: 
(i) P is not star-covered and p # 2, 
(ii) PL, = L,P and PL, = L,P, 
(iii) PL, # L,P with PFaiaj) < NP(Lk), and 
(iv) L, permutes with at least one of Li and Ll. 
Then either LiLj =LjLi or Z(J(P)) < NP(Lk). 
Proof Suppose the lemma is false, and argue for acontradiction, Clearly 
we may set i = 1, j = 2, and k = 3. Thus we are assuming that P permutes 
with L, and L,, but does not permute with L, (with P&, < NB(L3)), and
that neither L,L, = L,L 1 nor Z(J(P)) < Np(L3) holds. Inview of hypothesis 
(iv) we may suppose that L,L, = L, L,. 
By Lemma 3.13 the first assertion s clear. 
(8.8) (JPN,, = 1. 
We next show 
(8.9) (a> P = CAW N&A 
(b) O,,&L,) = 1, 
(c) L, 4 L,L,, 
(4 p = CAZ,(L3)) &(U9 and 
(4 0,,&3.,&N = 1. 
Statement (a) follows by applying Lemma 5.8(e) toP, L, and L, (note 
that clearly L,(L,P) # G here). Then (b) follows from (a), and (c) follows 
from (b) since L,L, has Fitting length at most two. For part (d) note that 
TL,(L,) and N,(L,) permute (by (2.26)) and then use (2.14)(ii) and
Corollary 4.5. Clearly (e) is a consequence of (d). 
It is claimed that L, L, # L3L,. For L, L, = L,L, implies, by (8.9)(e), 
that Ox1(L1L3)= 1 and so L, 4 L,L, by (2.10)(i). But then 
L,, L, < No(L3) which is against the assumption L,L, # L,L,. 
Before subdividing theproof according towhether 24 rt2 or 2 E 7c2, we 
prove the following result: 
(8.10) Assume the following conditions hold: 
6) LIT G %,(J% 
(ii) ZJ(LI)f 1, 
(iii) [L,,p] # 1, and 
(iv> ZW <hp. 
Then 2 E z, and pL3(L,) = NL3(L,) < LlO. 
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Since L, (3L,L,, [ [L,,p], Z(L,)] = 1 by (2.3)(x). By hypothesis 
[L,,p]# 1 and so, since PL,#L,P, Z(L,)<YL3(P) by (8.9)(a). Since 
P$o, G UP, W,) G boo by Lemma 5.1 (b). Consequently 
[L2, Z(L,)] = 1 by (2.3)(xi). S ince O,,(L,YL,(L,))# 1 (by(2.20)) and 
LIZ G %,@A (by (9) 
Because TL,(L1) # 1, by Lemma 5.1(d) and (2.21)(vi), we have 
Lr +i %,@A. Thus Z(L,) < ZJW and, furthermore, Z(LJ normalizes 
O&,Z,(L,)) n%,(L,) (>(O,,(Ll~,(L1)>),). Hence, using (2.14)W and 
(2.20) we have L, = C,,(Z(L,))9~,(L3)9&(L,)= YL,(L3)YL,(L2>. Now, if 
2 $ rc,, then, since ,&(LI) # 1, YL,(L3) < Llr by Corollary 5.6. But then 
L, = L,r9L,(L,) = YL,(Lz). Hence 2 E rrl. Clearly YL,(L3) # 1and so using 
Corollary 5.6 (since 2 $ 7~~) we obtain 9&(L,) = NL3(LI) < L3,, and this 
establishes (8.10). 
For the duration of the proof of this lemma we set D = O,(PL,) n 
O,(PL,) A Z(P). Because p # 2 and P is not star-covered, Lemma 4.7 shows 
that D # 1. 
Subcase 2 @ n,. We begin with two observations; namely; L, = Lzr and 
L, = LzpCL2(D). The former follows from (8.9)(b) and (2.13). Since, by(8.8) 
NL1(J(P))J(P) admits pa fixed-point-freely and (N,,(J(P))),*,,, = 
(N&(P))),,, the latter observation f llows bycombining Corollary 4.5 and 
(2.6). 
Since L,L, # L,L,, one of L,,<YLI(L3) and Ljv,<9L,(L,) musthold; 
we consider the former alternative f rst. 
Llo<YL,(L,). From (8.9) L, 4 L,L, and O,,(L,.~~,(L,)) = 1 andso 
YL,(L,) < YL,(L2) by (2.7). Therefore L,$YL,(L,). Hence YL,(L,)= 1 by 
Lemma 5.1(d) and (2.21)(vi). B ecause L,L2#L2L,, by (2.3)(xi) L, #LID. 
Thus CJD)# 1, and so C,1(D)<9L;(L,). HenceL,=N,I(J(P))9,1(L,) by 
(2.6). Clearly we must have N,,(J(P)) 4 3$,(LJ. Consequently 
NL2(Z(J(P))) < 3&(L,) = 1. Since PL, is of odd order, L, 5l PL, by 
Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem (see [ 1, Theorem 8.2.11 I). Therefore [L,, 
[P,o]] = 1 by (2.11). 
Since, by(2.26), YL,(L3) and N,(L,) permute, (N,,(J(P))), will normalize 
Z(J(P,)) n Np(L3) (>(Z(J(P))),). Hence,using (2.14)(ii), we have 
WW) = cz,m,, ((ni,(J(p))),~(Z(J(P)) fJ N&3) .
However, recall that pa acts fixed-point-freely upon N,,(J(P)) Z(J(P)) and 
so, by Lemma 3.8, 
-w(P)) = Gw,, (N,,cz(J(p))))(z(J(p)) n K&D 
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Since P, < Np(Lz), we may deduce that either Z(J(P)) < NP(L3) or 
C,(N,,(J(P))) f~ [P,u] # 1. The latter possibility y elds (as [L,, [P, o]] = 1) 
that L, = N,,(J(P)) YL,(L,) = .PL,(L,). Withthis contradiction we have dealt 
with the alternative L 1, < YL,(L3). 
L,. < 'FL,(LI). First we note that (J(P)), # 1. Suppose (J(P)), = 1. 
Then, using (2.6) on PL,, L, = C,,(D). Consequently L,= C,,(D) Lzp =
q(LJ be. Now 1 #LIT < ,YL,(L2) (because L,= Lzr) and so, as 2 @ rr2, 
&(LI) G Lzp by Corollary 5.6. But then L, = Lzpr which forces 
L,L,=L,L,. Thus we conclude that (J(P)),# 1. 
By Lemma 5.1(b) Z(L,) fTYL3(L,) < L3,, and so Z(L,)* = Z(L,),. 
Applying (2.14)(ii) ( s nce (J(P)), G Np(L3N gives Z(L3) = Cz~L3,WtP)),) 
Z(L3), . Since W(p)) 4 Np(L3>, 
Consequently Z(L 3) < L 3,. 
Cz,L,,tV(p)),) G ,pL,(p) n Z(L,) < L3p. 
Now 1 #L,m<9~,(L,), [L,,p]# 1 (because 
L, # L*,,) and L,r<9LI(L,). Hence 2 E rri and Lc =L3, by (8.10). 
Employing (2.14)(ii) we have L, = L,oC,,((J(P)),) from which we infer 
(as Z(W)) 4! N,(L,)) that CL,((J(P)),> < %,tP). Since 265 7c3, Z (P) ,< L3, 
by Lemma 7.6(ii) and thence L, =L3,. But then 1 # [L,,p] < 0,,(L,L3) by 
(2.3)(ix), contrary to(8.9)(b). 
This completes the subcase 2 4 7c2 
Subcase 2 E 7~~. As in the previous subcase we consider inturn the 
possibilities: L,. < YL,(L3) and L3,<YL,(L,). 
L,$YL,(L3). Because 2& n,.3,(L,) = N,,(L,) and so L,o<9&(L,) 
by (8.9)(c). By Lemma 5.1(d) and (2.21)(vi) YL,(L,)= 1. Hence 
L: < YL,(L2). Now Lemma 5.8(f) dictates that O,(PL,) = 1. By Theorem 
4.4 P must be star-covered, a contradiction. 
L3,< YLJ(L,). First we demonstrate hat L: = Ljp. Since 2 6Z rcj, 
YL3(LI) = N,,(L,). Suppose [NJL,), p]# 1, and argue for a contradiction. 
Thus C,,(L,) # 1 by (2.13) and so Z(L,) = Z(L,), <N,,(L,). By (2.3)(x) 
and (8.9)(c) [[L2,p], Z(L,)] = 1. Observe that, as 2 E 7c2, [Lz,p] # 1 by 
(2.24). Consequently (8.9)(a) f orces Z(L,) < YL3(P). Therefore, by Lemma 
5.3, O,(N,(L,) 3 = 1. In particular, P,, = 1 and so PL, admits pa fixed- 
point-freely. 
If O,,(PL,) # 1, then C,,(L,) < YL,(P) which implies, with the aid of 
Lemma 7.6(ii) and (2.13), that NLJ(LI) < Ljp. Therefore w must have 
O,,(PL,)= 1.so L,=(L1)(*po)= L ,, by Theorem 4.4. Since L, L, # L, L , , 
YL2(L,)= 1 by (2.3)(xi) and(2.21)(v). Clearly, then, L,T <Y,*,(L,). As 
noted previously [L2, p] # 1, and so, appealing to (8.10), we obtain a
contradiction. Thus Lf = Ljo. 
Employing (2.14)(ii) we have L, = L3pC,,(L2,) which, by (8.9)(a), gives 
that C,,(L*,) < YI,,(P). Hence L, = L,, by Lemma 7.6(ii). Now the desired 
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contradiction follows since, using (2.3)(ix), 1 f [L,, PI < On2(L2L3), 
contrary to (8.9)(b). 
Thus the subcase 2 E rr2 has also been eliminated an the lemma is 
proven. 
Before starting ournext linking theorem, we single out a part of Lemma 
5.10 which will be used in the proof of Theorem 8.6. 
LEMMA 8.5. Let {i,j, k} = Y and suppose that L,L,# LjLi and that 
LjL, ZL,Lj. Moreover, suppose that Ljat < ~~j(Li) and that 26S R~. Let J 
be a nontrivial a-invariant subgroup of.9..(Li) (where Z = SLk(Li)). Then 
(9 C,,(J) dZ Kj&), and 
(ii) Jn Z(L,) = 1. 
Proof: Parts (i) and (ii) follow (respectively) from Lemma 5.10(b) and 
(c) (with ak=/?, L=L,, M=L,, and N=L,). 
THEOREM 8.6. Suppose that no two of L, , L, and L, permute. Then one 
of the following holds: 
(a) L, = LIO, L, = L2,, and L, = Ljp; or 
(b) L,=L,r,L2=L2p,andL,=L,0. 
ProoJ: Let Y = {i, j k} and, for i, jE !Y, YLi(Lj) will be denoted byX:. 
Observe that Y,=L,, Yz=Lz, and p3=LL3. For Lijg5$ and Lij4q 
(where i,jE Y, i#j), and so L,# 1 would ictate LiLj= LjLi, contrary to 
the hypotheses of the theorem. 
First, we shall establish the following statement: 
(8.11). Suppose that both the following conditions hold: 
(i) Liuk < YL,(L,) = Xi, and 
(ii) Lkai < sLk(Lj) = xjk. 
Then Xi 4 X” and Xi 4 XL. 
Assume (i) and (ii) of(8.11) hold, and that (say) X{ < Xf holds. Clearly 
then sj,f(Lj) = Xi. Since 1# Liak 
5.9(a), that 
<Xi and Lkei Q Xjk we have, by Lemma 
L, = C&(X{) xix:. 
It is asserted hat C,,(X{) <XL. Suppose this were not the case. Therefore, 
because IJ(q, ni)l = 2, Z(Li) < C,,(X{) <X:. 
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Moreover, since L&X{ (by (i)), we must also have Z(Li),k = 1. 
However, as Lk,k = 1 and L,L, # L,L,, Lemma 5.1(b) predicts that 
Z(Li) = Z(Lf) n X: ~ Lien. 
This incompatible situation arose from the assumption that C,,(X{) 4 XL, 
and so the assertion f llows. Consequently, 
L, = C&(X{) xi,x: = xix:. 
Since L,Lj # LiL,, it follows that Xi # 1. 
Now Limk < Xi< Xf (using (i) and the assumption X{< X:). Using 
Lemma 5.1(d), with L = L,, A4 = Li and J = XL, we obtain 
L, = x:c,,(x;). 
Because Xi # 1 this yields Li=X: by (2.21)(vi). Sucha possibility is inad- 
missable and so we may conclude that (i) and (ii) imply that Xi $ Xf ; the 
verification hatXi 4 XL may be obtained similarly. 
For the remainder ofthe proof of the theorem, we shall suppose that 
2 6Z 7c2 U z3. Recourse to Lemma 5.7 yields 
and 
Now at least one of NL2(L,) < NL,(L3) and NLJ(L,) < N,,(L,) must hold, 
and therefore, by (8.1 l), we cannot have both L,- < NL,(L,) and 
LJo GK,Gw 
Suppose Llo < Xi and L2, < NL2(L3) hold. From (8.11) we see that 
Xi 4 Xi and N,&L,) $ NL2(L,). Since NL,(Lj) 4 NL,(L,), use of (2.7) yields 
that 
x: = (Xi f-lx:> o,,(L,x:). 
Since (8.11) excludes the possibility X  <Xi, O,,(L,Xi) # 1 and hence (by 
(2.21)(iv) andLemma 5.1 (b)) Z(L,) = Z(L,), < Xf . By (2.3)(xi) applied to
WPL,&) [-WA %,WI = 1 and so, as L, = 0, (L3X:)NL,(LI) (by 
P*W) we have Z(L,) < NL,(L3). Because NL,(L3) 4 NLz(LI), we may 
conclude that Z(L,)<N,,(L,)<Xi. Thus Z(L,)<Y$(L,) and 
Lzp < NL,(L3), a situation which, since 26? ?rj, is inadmissable y Lemma 
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8.5(ii). Therefore L,-< Xf and L2, < NJL3) cannot both hold 
simultaneously; likewise t may be shown that LIT f X: and L3, < NL3(L,) 
cannot both old. 
It is now straightforward to check (using the conclusions of the previous 
paragraph) t at one of the following situations mustpertain: 
(a> Llr <X:, ho < Nr,(L3> and ho <N&J, or 
(b) Llo <Xi, L,* <N&d and L,, <~&d. 
The succeeding ar uments are applicable to both cases (a) and (b) so, 
without loss of generality, it will be supposed that case (a) holds. 
The next step is to show that Ljo < Lx, ; so we shall suppose Lx0 4 L,p, 
and argue for acontradiction. Thus O,,(L, N,,(L [)) = CL3(L ,) # 1 by (2.13) 
(since LIP= 1 and 2 $ rc&, thence Z(L,) = Z(L,), < N,,(L,). Suppose, 
additionally, that Z(L,) < NL3(Lz) holds. Then 
Z(U G K3(L2) f-w,(L,) < %,.JL,)W. 
Since L ,, <X:, using Lemma 5.9(a) gives that 
L, = c,,(z(L,))x:x: =x:x;. 
Now C,,(L,) # 1, 2 4 rr3 and L,L, # L,L,, so Xi = 1 by Lemma 5.3, which 
then forces L, L, = L, L i . Therefore Z(L,) Q iV,,(L,) is untenable here. 
Because L,L,#L,L,, Z(L,)r‘lXi<L,o and hence, since L,,<Xi, 
Z(L i)* = Z(L ,),, . Application of (2.14)(ii) y elds ( ince LJonormalizes both 
Z(L ,) and Z(L ,) *= Z(L Jo) that 
Observe that neither Z(L,), = 1 nor Z(L,) = Z(L,), is tenable. For, were 
either ofthem to hold then, using one of (2.2)(i) and (2.3)(xi) gives [Z(L,), 
N,,(L,)] = 1 from which we deduce, asNLz(L,)> Lzp# 1, that Z(L3)< 
NL,(L2), and this eventuality has been ruled out. Hence Czo,,(LJ < 
Czc,,,(Z(L,),) <Xi. Recalling that Xi = 1 (by Lemma 5.3 as C,,(L,) # l), 
it follows that Z(L,) < L,o. Since Z(L,) < NL,(L,), (2.3)(xi) gives [Z(L I), 
[Z(L,), a]] = 1, and this is the desired contradiction, for [Z(L,), cr.] # 1
forces 1 # Z(L,) < Xi = 1. Therefore we may conclude that Ljo < L,@. 
It is asserted hat, infact, L  = L jp. Evidently, LIo normalizes L, and L? 
and so, by virtue of(2,14)(ii), L, = CL3(Lzp) Ljp. Employing Corollary 5.6
yields N,,(L,) < L,o(,U,p) (since NLz(L3) # 1 and 2 G x3). Thus, if 
L3 f L,,, then for each nontrivial a-invariant subgroup J,of Lzo, C,,(J) <
N,JL,). Now (Z(O,,(L,Xi))), = 1 implies that ]Xi, Z(Or2(LzXi)j] = 1 
(since X:Z(Ox2(LzXf)) admits p fixed-point-freely) which in turn implies as 
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Xi # 1, that Z(G,,(L,X:)) < NLz(LI). Since L,Z(O,z(L,X:)) admits p fixed- 
point-freely and 1 # Z(0,12(L2Xf)) d L,,we have 
contrary to the hypothesis of the theorem. Hence (Z(O,,(L,Xi))), # 1 from 
which we infer (by taking J= (Z(0,2(L2Xi))),) thatO,,(L,X:) < NL2(L1). 
Now, by (2.20), 
(for Xi # 1 and 2 @ 7rc2 implies, u ing Corollary 5.6, that NL2(L,) < L,J. 
Therefore L, =NL2(L3) Lzp = iVL2(L,), andthis contradiction establishes t  
assertion that L, = Ljp. 
The next objective s to show that L, = LzT. First we will show that 
L2, <L,j suppose this inequality is false. Then, by (2.13) (as 2 Q ?r2) 
C,,(L 3) # 1, and so [NL,(L3), p] # 1. For NL2(L 3) <Lzp, together with 
(2.3)(v) andthe fact hat C,,(Nr,(L3)) < NL2(L3), yields L,= Lzp so giving 
L,, L, ,< G,, which is against L,L,# L,L,. From (2.13), since 24. rt2, 
L, = O,,(LX)L,/ Thus by (2.3)(ix), [L, p] < O,,(L,Xt). Furthermore, 
by (‘WGxh [K2(WT PI< O,,(&,(W LJ = C&J. 
Therefore 
and consequently Z(On2(L2XT)) < NL2(L3). 
If it were the case that O,,(L,Xf) < NL2(L3), then 
which is inadmissable. ThusO,,(L,X:) 4 Nt,(L3), which implies that 
M~&&))~ PI = 13 since [K,(L3>~ PI < C&J. From 
Z(O,,(L,X)) < L2,, using (2.3)(x9, we have [Z(O,,(L,Xf), Xf] = 1 and 
thence (as Xi # 1) Z(On2(LZX:)) < N,*(L ,). Thus we have 
which combined with Lemma 8.5(i) and the fact hat Ljv < NL,(L,) and 
2 @ x3 yields that C,,(Z) $N,,(L,). However, 1 #Z 4 L, implies that 
C,,(Z) < NL3(Z) < NL,(L2). Hence we infer that he assumption Lzp z&L,, is 
untenable; thus L2, < L 2, = LF. 
Observe that, using (2.3)(xi), L,, = L, dictates hat Xi 4 L,X: and 
therefore, as L, L, # L, L,, X: = 1. Using (2.13)(i) and (2.14)(ii) we have 
(as L,T normalizes O,,(L,X:)*) 
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Because Xf # 1, N,,(L,) < L2,< Lzr by Corollary 5.6 and so L, # Lzr 
implies, in particular, that Z(L,), = 1. But then [Z(L,), N ,(L,)] = 1 and 
this implies that Z(L,) <Xi (since NLJ(L,) # 1) whereas Xf = 1. Conse- 
quently L, = Lzr. 
We now show 
(8.12) O,,(L,X;) = 1. 
If O,,(L,X:) # 1 were to hold, then Z(L,) <Xi whence, asL, = Lzr and 
Z(L,) n O,,(L,Xf) = 1, (2.3)(ix) demands that Z(L,) <L,z. Using (2.3)(xi) 
gives [Z(L,), NL,(L,)] = 1 which implies, ince N,J(L,) # 1, that 
Z(L,) <Xi, contrary to the previously observed fact that X, = 1. 
So far we have demonstrated that L, = Lzr and L, = L3,. Thus, since 
L,L,#L,L,, L,L,#L,L,, Lip= 1, and L,,= 1 it follows that 
(8.13). X;= 1 = NJL,). 
Using (2.3)(ix) together with (8.12) and L, = Lzr yields 
(8.14). L,r=X:. 
(8.15). IfS is a characteristic subgroup ofL, with S* = S,, then 
S<L,/ 
(This is established by a sequence of arguments we have used previously). 
Briefly, since L3,< NJL,), Ljo normalizes both S and S*(=S,). Hence 
S = C,(L,u)S. by(2.14)(ii). From (8.13), Xf = 1, and so if C,(L,-) <Xi we 
have (8.15). So suppose C,(Ljo) 4 Xi. Then Z(L,), = 1 whence u acts tixed- 
point-freely on Z(L,) NJL&, Hence [Z(L,), NL,(L3)] = 1 which, as 
NL,(L3) # 1, implies that Z(L,) <N,,(L,). This is contrary to NL3(L,) = 1. 
Now (8.15) follows. 
(8.16). If2@n,,thenL,=Lio. 
Suppose 2 &z,. Then, by (8.12) and (2.13), Xi <L,*. Hence LLo= Lr. 
By (8.15) (with S = L,) the result follows. 
In view of (8.16), forthe remainder of the proof of the theorem weshall 
suppose 2 E z, . 
(8.17). Let R be a characteristic Abel an subgroup ofL, . Then R & L [,. 
By (2.13) and (8.12) R~-IX~<L,~. Since L&Xi, R*=R,. Hence 
R < L,u by (8.15). 
With the compliance of (8.17) weshow 
(8.18). NJLJ = 1. 
Suppose NL2(LI) # 1, and argue for a contradiction. Fr m (8.17) 
w?)~L,/ Applying (2.13)(xi) to Z(LJ N,,(L) gives 
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1-W,), K&)1 = 1 w ence, h since NLz(L1) # 1 by assumption, Z(L ,) < 
Xi=L,* by (8.14). Using (2.13)(xi) again on Z(L,)N,,(L,) gives 
I-w,), KJ(L)I = 1 whence (as N,,(L,) # 1) Z(L,) <X:, and this is 
contrary toX: = 1 (see (8.13)). Thus (8.18) has been verified. 
(8.19). C&J = %2(K&)Ld = 1. 
Suppose CL,&) # 1. Then Z(L,) < NL2(L3). Since L, = L3,, 
[NL2(L3),p] < C,,(L,) by (2.3)(x). Hence [Z(L,),p] = 1. Because 
NL2(L,) = 1 by (8.18), X; = NLI(L2) by (2.20). Thus [Z(L,), NL,(L2)] = 1 by 
(2.3)(xi) from which we infer (as Nt,(L2) # 1) that Z(L,) < NL2(L,). But 
&JL,) = 1 by (8.18), and so we must have CLz(L,) = 1. 
Drawing upon (8.12), (8.13), and (8.19) and using (2.3) we see that he 
present situation s as follows: 
(8.20). LJ: = W,,,unzj ; 
L&W = (Gp),n2wc3j; 
4? 3 %I = {L, 7 w5,w/; 
4bT%)= b%~&,)J,1~ 
J(~,, n3) = {L,,L,~,,(L,)}; and 
if R is an a-invariant Abelian subgroup of L, , then R * = R,. 
We further observe that 
- 
(8.21). Z(L,) n NL,(L2) contains anelementary Abelian 2subgroup of 
order at least 4. 
If Z(T)nN,,(L,)= 1 then, because T<L,, Z(T), = 1 and so [Z(T), 
NL3(LI)] = 1, which then yields Z(T) < Xi. Since this is contrary tothe 
shape of J(rci ,nr), we conclude that Z(T) n NL,(Lz) # 1. Further, it is clear 
that Z(T) n N&d is noncyclic for otherwise, as Z(T) n N,((L,) is a- 
invariant, a would have to fix the unique involution of Z(T) n N,.,(L?). This 
proves (8.21). 
(8.22). Let x be an involution n Z(L,) n N,,(L,) and suppose 7ci U x2 U 
rc3 = z(G). Then 
(i) C,(x) is as-invariant and L, < C,(x); 
(ii) C,Jx) is a or-invariant nilpotent Hall rt,-subgroup of C,(x); 
(iii) Let p E IZ~ and let P denote the Sylow p-subgroup ofL,. Then 
P n C,(x) E Syl, C,(x); and 
(iv) Let P be as in (iii). Then P n C,(x) = C,(x) is a-invariant d
pnc,(-+uL3W. 
(i) From (8.14) and (8.17) Z(L,)n7NL,(L2)~LL1~nL,~=L,o~ and 
so, clearly, C,(x) is as-invariant. Evidently, L, < C,(x). 
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(ii) By hypothesis, G,, = LieT <N,,(L,) < C,(x). Let q E n2 and let 
Q, denote a or-invariant Sylow q-subgroup of C,(x) (such exists by
(2.3)(xiii), s nceC,(x) is or-invariant). Now G admits ur as a coprime 
automorphism and, if Q denotes the Sylow q-subgroup f L,, then Q is a ur- 
invariant Sylow q-subgroup f G. By (2.3)(xiii), there exists some yE G,, 
such that QJ; < Q since Q, is a ar-invariant q-subgroup of G. Since 
y E G,, < NL,(L2), we have Q, <L, n C,(x) = C,,(x), and this hows, as q 
was an arbitrary p ime in zL2, that CLI(x) isa (ur-invariant) nilpotent Hall 
subgroup ofC,(x). 
(iii) We use the notation given in (iii); letP, be a or-invariant Sylow 
p-subgroup of C,(x). From (2.3)(xiii), we have, as P is an or-invariant 
Sylow p-subgroup f G, that PT < P for some yE G,,. Since G,, < C,(x), 
PT < C,(x). Therefore P: &Pn C,(x), and so, by order considerations, 
p n c,(X) E SY~,(~,(X)). 
(iv) Since C,(x) and P are both ur-invariant, C,(x)n P is also u7- 
invariant. Hence, because L,= L, , C,(x) n P is a-invariant. By part (i), 
L, < C,(x) and therefore H= &,,C,(x))< C,(x)# G. Now (G,(a)) 
satisfies Hypothesis III. Thus H is soluble and L,, C,(x) < (H),,,uR2,. 
Therefore C,(x) < iV,,(L i),as required. 
It is asserted hat rci U 7c2 U rr, # X(G); suppose this assertion is false (thus 
(8.22) isnow available). 
Let pE rc3 and let x be an involution in Z(L,) n NL,(Lz). By (8,22)(iii) 
P n C,(x) E Syl, C,(x), where P E Syl, L, and, from (8.22)(iv), 
p n C,(X) G b,,. Let P, be some (nontrivial) subgroup ofP n C,(x), and 
set C = C,(x). Thus P, < G,, and so, by (2.3)(xii), NG(P1)/CG(PI) is 
isomorphic to a subquotient of G,,, and hence must be a p-group asG,, is 
nilpotent. Since N,(P,)/C,(P,) embeds in NG(P1)/CG(PI), we have that 
WWC,(pJ is a p-group for each subgroup P, of 
Pn C,(x)(ESyl, C,(x)). A result ofFrobenius ( ee [1, Theorem 7.4.53) 
implies that C,(x) has a normal p-complement. Now p was an arbitrary 
prime in 7~~ and so we may infer that C,(x) has a normal n,-complement. 
From (8.22)(i) and (ii) wesee that 0,&C,(x)) = L, CLI(x). Thus C,,(x) < 
YL2(LI) = 1 (here we have used (2.25)(ii) and (8.20)). Combining (8.21) 
with (2.3)(iv) y elds 
L2 = G,(X) I 1 f x E ww9 nN,,(L,))) = 1, 
which is not possible. 
Therefore, we have that rri u rr2 U 7c3 # n(G). 
Since L,, =L,, =L,, = 1, there exists a (nontrivial) a-invariant Sylow p- 
subgroup, P, of type Y. Clearly, p # 2. By Theorem 8.1 Pmust permute with 
at least one of L, and L 3. The remainder of the proof will be broken into 
three cases, depending on whether P permutes with both L, and L,, or with 
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just one of L, and L,. Note that, inour present situation, there is a lack of 
symmetry between L,and L,. 
Case 1. PL,=L,PandPL,=L,P 
Now L, = L,, implies, using (2.3)(ix), that[P, r] 4 PL, which, in 
conjunction with the fact hat [P, t] < U,(PL,) (see (2.13)) and the known 
shape of A(7t2, z& yields that 
(8.23). Either P =P, or O,,(PL,) = 1 holds. 
Further, as TpL,(L3) , # G (because L, # l), by (2.26) 
which yields, with the aid of (2.14)(i) since L2, < NLz(L3), that 
~,,&P) = ar,(w) nN&3)) CO,*w@~ PI). 
Recalling that L, = L,. and so [P, p] a PL,, we may infer that 
(8.24). Either P=P, or O,JL,P)<N,,(L,). 
Suppose it is the case that P# P, and P # P,. Since 2@ ?r(PL,), by 
Glauberman’s -XI-theorem (see [ 1, Theorem 8.2.111) and (8.23), 
L3 = N,3vw)N. 
Thus, as 2(.!(P)) # 1,N,,(Z(J(P))) < NL2(L3) and consequently, using 
(8.24) and Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem again 
Therefore n of P = P, and P = P, must hold. 
Consider the possibility that P= P,. Because P is of type !P and (r acts 
fixed-point-freely upon P, P# P, and hence OJPL,) = 1, by (8.23). 
Therefore P 4 PL, since PL, = (Gp)tPUnjI has Fitting length atmost two. 
Hence, employing Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem upon PL, , 
Lz = N&W'N) ~,,W,) =N&J O,,(PL,). 
Using (2.11) gives, asLzo = 1, that 
[O,,(P&), P, 011 = 1. 
Now [P, a] # 1 since P = P,, and P is of type !K Thus (as Pd PL,), with 
the aid of (2.3)(viii), 
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The shape of J(rrIz, 7~~) dictates hat 0,2(PL,) < Nr,(L3) sogiving 
which is not possible. 
This deals with case 1when P = P,. 
Thus we may now assume that P = P,. Because ofthe type of P, P # P, 
and therefore, employing (8.20) and (8.24), 
O&d’) G N&J = Lzp <L,/ 
The fact that G,, is nilpotent and using (2.3)(xi) y elds that 
P,,(W)~ PI= 1, and thence P a PL, because PL, (<G,) has Fitting 
length most wo. From L, = L3,, we have, using (2.3)(vii), [P,p] 4 PL,. 
Suppose PL,=L,P. Then by (2.13) (as p#2) l#[P,p]<O,(PL,). 
Hence, by considering (N,([P, p])),,,,,,,, O (PL,) < Xf = 1. Then, by 
(247 L I= NL, (J(P)) C,, (Z(P)). S ince Pa PL,, this forces L,< NL,(L2), 
contrary toL,L, # L,L,. Thus PL r # L, P, and so either (as p # 2) 
L: <NLI(P) or P &, < N,(L,) by Corollary 7.4. If the former alternative 
holds, then, as P 4 PL,, L,* < NL,(L2). Thus L: = LIr by (8.20). From 
(8.17) Z(L,) = Z(L,),, and so Z(L,) = Z&,),. But then 
[Z(L,), NL,(L,)] = 1 by (2.3)(xi) which implies that Z(L,) < Xi = 1. 
Therefore, we may discount the possibility Lf < N,,(P). Moreover, P& < 
N,(L,) is easily seen to be untenable forP = P, (by assumption), a d so we 
see that P = P, is not possible. 
Therefore Case 1does not occur. 
Case 2. PL, = L,P and PL, # L,P 
From Theorem 8.1 we may deduce immediately that PL, = L, P. Since 
LT = L,, it is clear, byCorollary 7.4, that we must have P;F,,, < N,(L,). 
Moreover, L, = L,, and LjT = 1, implies that N,(L,) = (Np(L3)oT C,(L,) 
(from (2.3)(xi) and (2.13)). Therefore P, < [N,(L,),pz] < C,(L,), and so 
C,(L,)# 1. Observe that [N,(L,),p] # 1 for otherwise, as C,(L,)# 1, 
(2.3)(v) would give that P = P, < Np(L3). Employing (2.26) yields, as
L&&J # G, that 
Applying (2.14)(i) to the situation Np(L3) normalizing O,,(PL,) and 
O,,Wd~N&J gives (as L,. GN&J) 
Or#‘L,) = (O,,W,) nN&,N Co~2v&WLd~ 1). 
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Since 1 Z[NAW,pl < CAL,), we may infer that O,,(PL,) < NL,(L3). In 
particular, as NL,(L3) = LTpT (8.20) implies, using (2.3)(xi), that 
[O,,(PL,), PI = 1. 
One consequence of this deduction, using Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem is 
that 
Employing (2.13) produces, a  p # 2, 
P = P,O,(PL,)= N,(L,) O,(PL,). 
Since PL, # L,P, clearly O,(PL,) z&Np(L3) and hence (Z(O,(PL,))), = 1 
(recall that P, < C,(L,)). But then CJ acts fixed-point-freely upon 
L,Z(O,(PL,)) andso [L2,Z(0,,(PLz))] = 1. Consequently 
L* = ~&v(p))) = ~&(O,W*)) f-3 Z(P)>. 
By using (2.6) upon PL, (and noting that Z(O,(PL,)) n Z(P) # 1) we may 
infer that 
L, = K,W O,*(L,P). 
Since N,,(L,) = L,*this gives L,=L,rO,,(L,P). 
Recall from (8.20) that Z(O,,(L,P))* = Z(O,,(L,P)),. Use of (2.14)(ii) 
gives 
W&PN = w&m czw,,(L,P&J’ 
From this we may infer that Z(O,,(L, P)) <Llo because ofthe shape of 
M(n,n,) and the fact hat [P,, L,] = 1. This then yields, with the aid of 
(2.3)(x), that [Z(Onl(L,P)), [P,a]] = 1. Since Z(O,(PL,)), = 1 and 
W,(%N f 1 (as qw2) f 117 wvw,(pL*)N),n, “q > L, 3 
Z(O,,(L i P)). Whence 
From the preceding conclusions we infer that Z(L,) <LIT as follows: 
since &, =LIzO,,(PL,), [-+,), r] < O,,(PL,) and so [Z(L,), r]< 
W71,WJ G LIT3 thence, by (2.3)(ii), Z(L i)<LIT. As has been observed 
before Z(L,)<L,r is inadmissible n the present circumstances (for
Z(L,) <L,r implies [Z(L,),N,,(L,)] = 1 andthence Z(L,)<Xi = 1). 
Thus we have shown that case 2cannot hold. 
Case 3. PL,#L,PandPL,=L,P 
Theorem 8.1 allows the deduction PL, = L, P. First, we show that 
O,,(PL,) = 1. Now L$ = L, and hence, byCorollary 7.4, P,f&, < Np(L2), 
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and so [P,p] # 1. Since L, = L, and Li, = 1, from (2.3)(vii) and (2.13) 
[P,p] 4 PL, and [P, p] < O,(Pi,). Thus O,,(PL,) <Xi = 1. Since L,T = 
NL ,(L2), L i, and Np(Lz) permute. Furthermore, L , and C,(L,) also permute, 
since by (8-W CALJ = G&) n NAW),n,Vp, a PL(L2N,,,up,. 
It is claimed that [Llr, cr.] centralizes O,(PL ,). Set W = O,(PL ,) f7 Np(LJ. 
Observe, from (2.13), that W = W,C,(L,). 
Now, since LIZ permutes with Np(L2) and C,(L,), it follows that L,r 
normalizes W and C&L,). Since P, < N,(L,), (OJPL ,)), < O,(PL ,) r‘l 
Np(Lz) = W and consequently 
by (2.14)(ii). Constructing a “normalizer chain” between C,(L,) and W (see 
(2.14)); that is, 
C&L,)= w, < w, < ... < w,= w, 
where Wi = N,( Wi- 1) for i * l,..., m  Each Wi will be normalized byLIT. 
Consider the semidirect product Llr( Wi/ Wi- ,) (i E ( l,..., m}). From 
W= W,,C,(L,) we have [ W, u] < C&L,), and therefore ( Wi/ Wi_ ,)o =
Wi/ Wi_l. Applying (2.3)(x) toLIT( Wi/ Wi_ ,) for each i (and using 
(2.3)(ii)) we obtain 
Combining this with [OJPL,), LIT] < W (this follows from OJPL,) = 
C opcpL ,,(L JW yields that 
P,W,)~ LT941 =w,(pL,)~ L*JlL Lr941 Gctvv4 
If P,W,)~ LrY a]] = 1, then the claim is established. So suppose 
[O,W,h [L,~,~ll f 1. Then, since [O,(PL,), [L,T, a]] a O,(PL,) by 
(2.3)(ii), 
Hence OJPL,) < N,(L,). However, since P = P, O,(PL i) and P, < Np(Lz), 
this is not possible. Therefore [L,T, a] centralizes O,(PL,). 
From the Hall and Higman centralizer l mma and the fact that 
OzI(PL,) = 1, we have [LIZ, u]= 1, and hence L,* = L,“. In such a situation 
L, = L,<, by (8.15). 
Thus we have shown that L, = LIo, L, = Lzr, and L, = Ljo. Of course, 
alternative (b) gives rise, analogously, to part (b) of the statement ofthe 
theorem. 
The proof of Theorem 8.6 is complete. 
48 l/83/2-3 
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9. MORE LINKING THEOREMS 
THEOREM 9.1. Let P and Q be a-invariant Sylow subgroups ofG, both 
of type Y. If PQ = QP, PL,= L,P, and QLi = LiQ (where i,jE !P, i#j), 
then at least one of PL, = L,P and QLj = LjQ holds. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem isfalse, and (without loss of generality) set 
i = 1 and j = 2. Thus the following s assumed tohold: 
PQ = QP, PL,=L,P, QL, =L,Q, 
PL, # L,P, and QLz +L,Q. 
(f-> 
(9.1). If L,* <N,,(P), then 2E z, (we also have asymmetric statement 
for L, and Q). 
Suppose that L,* <NLI(P) and that 2& n,. Observe that (QL,)P # G. 
Now, appealing to Lemma 5.8(e)(ii) w th L = Q, M = L,, and N = P), 
yields that N,(J) < Yp(L1) for all nontrivial a-invariant subgroups J of Q. 
From Lemma 3.14 there exists a nontrivial a-invariant subgroup ofQ, call it 
Q,, such that C,(Q,) # 1. Hence 1# NP(QJ < Yp(L,), which is at variance 
with Lemma 7.5. Thus, when Lr < NLI(P), 2 E 7~~. 
From (9.1) weclearly have (as x1 n x2 = 4) 
(9.2). The inequalities L: <N,,(P) and Lf Q NJQ) cannot both old 
simultaneously. 
(9.3). L,L, #L,L,. 
We shall suppose that L, L, = L,L, and derive a contradiction to (t). 
Further suppose that Q* coz) < ~&). Since (QLJ L, f G and Q, <ho, 
we have, using Lemma 58(a) (with L = L,, M = Q, and N = L,), 
O,(QL,) = (O,(QLP4(W Co,(o&J 
Hence, either OJQL,) < &(LJ or OzI(L,L,) = 1. Suppose On,(L1L2)= 1 
holds. Then, since L, L, is a soluble group admitting po fixed point-freely, 
L, g L,L, from (2.10)(i). Evidently, (2.7) allows the deduction 
P = OJPL,) $(L,). We note that P, < Yp(L1) is untenable here. For, if 
P,< Qp(Ll), then, as LI(PL2)# G, use of Lemma 5.8(d) produces (with 
L=L,,M=P and N=L,) 
O,WJ = (O,W*) n -pP(LI)) Gp(PL*)(L*)’ 
Then, since L,4 L,L,, O,(PL,) < Yp(L1) which gives P= O,(PL)&(L,). 
One consequence of P,4 $(L,) is that 2E z, because 2 4. II, would imply, 
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using (2.13)(i), that L, =L1, (because O,,(L,L&= l), and hence 
PO Q 34L 1). 
By Corollary 7.4, since p # 2, the only possibility is that L: Q N,,(P); 
moreover, from Lemma 7.5(b) and (c), P,, = 1 and M(p, zl) =
{PN,,(P), L, }. Therefore PL, admits 67 fixed-point-freely and so 
[P,, L,] = 1 by courtesy of Lemma 3.7, since L2*(,,) = Lzr and [P,, L2,] = 1. 
Hence PG(LZ)hpun,, > P,, L,, which is contrary to the present shape of 
4P, x1 1. 
Thus, we may conclude that O,,(L,L,) # 1. Consequently 
O,(QL,) <cP,(L,). Moreover, q = 2 and On2(LL ,) # 1. The former 
assertion must hold, since q # 2 implies by (2.13)(i) thatQ = O,(QL,) Q, < 
YQ(L ,), contrary to (7). Whilst, if O,,(L, LJ = 1, then, as L , L, has Fitting 
length atmost wo, L 1 g L, L, . Thus, employing (2.7) upon L1 Q yields that 
which is untenable. 
Since 2@ (71, Up}, either P* ((IT) < Np(LI) or L T Q N,,(P). must hold by 
Corollary 7.4. The latter possibility is ruled out by (9.1) since q = 2. 
Whereas the former yields byLemma 5.8(f) (with y = 0, L = L,, M = P, and 
N = L ,), since p # 2,. that On2(L1 L2) = 1. This unacceptable conclusion 
shows that (under the supposition L, L,= L,L,) Q;F,,, < TQ(L2) is 
impossible; y symmetry P&, < 9,(L,) is also impossible. 
In view of (9.2) and Corollary 7.4 (without loss of generality) the only 
possible situation is: 
However, using (9.1), this gives 2E (p) n z*(=#), and with this 
contradiction (9.3)is verified. 
The remainder of the demonstration hat(t) is impossible will be broken 
into three parts: first, when both P and Q are not star-covered; secondly 
when one of P and Q is star-covered but the other is not; and, finally, when 
both of P and Q are star-covered. Before pursuing this course, we note the 
following results: 
(9.4). If Q is not star-covered and q# 2, then at least one of 
P, < Yp(L,) and OJQL,) < YL,(P) holds. (Symmetrically, if P is not star- 
covered and p # 2, then at least one of Q, < $(L2) and O,,(PL,) Q-P,,(Q) 
holds). 
We shall just prove the first atement of (9.4). Because Q is not star- 
covered and q # 2, we may assert that [O,(QP), p]# 1, for, by Corollary 4.5
and Lemma 3.3(vii) [OJQP), p] = 1 would force Q to be star-covered. 
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Employing Lemma 5.8(c) (with /3 = p, L = Q, M = L,, and N = P) yields, 
since L,, = 1 < YL,(P), that at least one of P, < $(L,) and O,,(QL,) < 
YL ,(P) holds. 
(9.5). Suppose q# 2, Q (*=, < N&L,) and Q is not star-covered. Then
O,(PQ) 4 N,(L,). (Analogously, if p # 2, P&, < N,(L,) and P is not star- 
covered, then O,(PQ) z& N,(L ,).) 
Again, we only prove the first assertion. By Lemma 7.6(i)(d) and(iii)(a) 
either (N,(N,(L,))* < N,(L,) or N,(L,) < Q, = Q* must hold. Thus, were 
O,(PQ) < N&,) to hold, then Nc(N,(L,))* < No(L,) would force, by 
Lemma 4.6, Q = N&L,); whilst N&,) < Q, = Q* would give, using 
Corollary 4.5, that 
Q = O,V'Q) Q* = N&d Q, = Q,. 
Since QL2 # L2Q and Q is assumed to not be star-covered, w  see that 
O,(PQ) < N&L,) is impossible, as claimed. 
(9.6) Suppose -4, x2) = {Q, No&) L,}. Then Z(L,) 4 N,$,). (We 
also have a symmetric statement for P and L,). 
Suppose Z(L,) < NL,(L,). Evidently, Z(L,) YaL,(Z(L,)) # G. Thus by 
(2.26) and taking into account the form of A’(q, x2), 
Employing (2.14)(ii) s nce Q, < N&L,) gives that 
O,(QLJ = (O,(QW"N&J Co,(o&,). 
Now the shape of A(q, x2) together with NL2(L,) # 1 implies that N,(J) <
N,(L,) for all nontrivial characteristic subgroups J of L i . Hence, applying 
(2.7) to QL1, we see that Q = NJL,) O,(QL,) = N&L,), a contradiction. 
Therefore Z(L,) 4 NJL 1). 
Case 1. Both P and Q are Not Star-Covered 
Further suppose, for the moment, that 2& @, q). The combined effect of
(9.2), Corollary 7.4, and Lemma 7.6 is that at least one of P&, < N,(L,) 
and Q &, &N&L*) must hold. Suppose (say) that P& < Np(LI) occurs. If
O,(QP) < Q,, then (as q# 2) Corollary 4.5 and Lemma 3.3(vii) d ctate hat 
Q is star-covered. ThusO,(QP) 4 Q,. Now applying Lemma 5.8 with 
L=Q,M=P, N=L,, andP=a we obtain that at least one of 
O,(f’Q) G N&I) and LL, G q(p) 
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holds. The latter alternative, s ncep # 2, is contrary to Corollary 7.4whilst 
(9.5) rules out he other possibility. This ettles Ca e 1when 2 4 (p, q}. 
Now assume that 2E {p, q}; without loss of generality, we will suppose 
p = 2. Observe that, 2 6? rr, u x2, by (9.1) neither ofLF &N,,(P) and 
Lc < NL,(Q) can occur. Thus, by Corollary 7.4, Q$,,, <N&L,) and one of 
Pf& < 4(L ,I and Pmi <ZV- A and L,aj<%,(P) (where {i,jl = (2, 31) 
must hold. Also, J(n,, x2) = {LINL2(L,), L2NL,(L2)\ byLemma 7.2 and 
(9.3). 
Hence, we have one of Lzz Q NL2(L1) and L,r < Nt,(L2) holding. First, 
consider thealternative LIT < NL2(L 1). 
Since q # 2, by Corollary 7.4, Lzr 4 9JQ). Set 
Then, Q, < Np(L,) because LzT < NL2(L,). Clearly N,(L,) < Q,, and so L, 
is not a normal subgroup ofQL1. From (9.5) weobserve that O,(QL,) 4
N,(L,). Now Q, permutes with NL2(L,) (>LzT), and so, using (2.14)(ii), 
(9.7). If [Q,, or] # 1, then P = N,@(Q)) Yp(Ll). 
Firstly, observe that [Q,, ar] # 1, implies that C,(N,(L,)) < N,(L,). For, 
if this were not so, then, byLemma 7.6(ii)(a), C,,([Qi, ut]) <LzDr < NL2(L,), 
so forcing L2=NL,(L,), whereas L,L, # L,L, by (9.3). Hence, by (2.3)(v) 
and the hypothesis that Q is not star-covered, [No(L2), u]# 1. Consequently 
C,(L,) # 1 by (2.1 l), and so d(q, ?rJ = (L2Na(L2), Q}by Lemma 7.6(i). 
It is asserted hat [Z(O,(QL i)), L ] = 1 implies that P = N#(Q)) Yp(L I). 
Set Z(O,(QL,)) = Z,. Because Q is not star-covered and q # 2, Lemma 4.7 
demands that OJQL,) f? O,(PQ) # 1. Now OJQL,) n O,(PQ) Sl O,(QL ,) 
and so Z, n O,(PQ) # I, by a wellknown property of “p-groups.” Examining 
(C&, n WQ))),,u,,, yields that O,(PQ) < $(L ,). If, additionally, 
C,(Z(Q)) < Yp(L1), then (2.6) would imply that P= N&J(Q)) $(L i). But 
this follows from the fact hat Z, II Q and so Z, n Z(Q) # 1. Thus (9.7) 
has been substantiated when [Z,, L,] = 1. Therefore we shall assume 
[Z,,L,I # 1; clearly then Z,p# 1. 
If C,,(L,) # 1, then Z(L,) < NL2(L,). Now such apossibility contradicts 
(9.6). Consequently C,,(L i) = 1 and so (2.13)(i) shows that 
Now Q, < N,(L,) and (2.14)(ii) d ctate that L, = L,. C,,(Q,). Since Z,P # 1 
and O,(QL,) 4N,(L,) because Q = O,(QL 1) Q,, we may infer that 
G,(Q,> < LBLJQ) = 1. I-I ence L, = L2, and so, using (2.3)(vii) and (2.11), 
[N&Awl < C&h). Clearly IQ,,&1 = 1 as Q, < N&W 
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If OqWJ n C&J + 19 then Z, <N&J which implies, as
O,(QLJ dG &@A that Z, G Q,,. But then (2.3)(xi) demands that 
[Z,, L,] = 1. Therefore, in particular, OJQL,), = 1 must hold. However, 
(2.11) implies that [O,(QL,), [L , 7]] = 1 w h ence (using (2.3)(viii)) either 
bL4 = 1 or J%W,J~)),,~,,, W&O,(QLJ 
must hold. 
The latter alternative implies, because of the shape of M(q, rr2), that 
O,(QL r) Q IV&,) which then gives Q = O,(QL r) QP < No&), a 
contradiction. Hence the former must hold; that is, L, = L r,. Recalling that 
L, = Lzp, adouble application of (2.3)(ix) (to PL, and QL,) yields that 
P= O,(PL,)P, and Q = Q, Oq(QL I>.
Hence, as Q, G C,W C&J = Q,(C,(L,) n Oq(QL,))- But 
C&d n Oq(QL) = 1, and so C&J = Q,. Because L, f 1, 
cP,,(L,)L, # G and hence -Ppa(Lz)=9p(L,)9Q(Lz)=PN,(L,) by (2.26). 
Let H = -Ppa(Lz) ,.Evidently, H isan a-invariant soluble group. Because 
H is soluble, 
O&f) = O,W,) Oq(L&W) = O,WJ C&d. 
Combining C&L,) = Q, with (2.3)(ix) g ves 
[O,W,h 71 _a O,;(H). 
Therefore 
[o,(%), 71 < 0,(0,;(H))< O,(H). 
Since q# 2 and C&V&,)) < Np(L2), by (2.16) every a-invariant p- 
subgroup ofPQ normalized by N,(L,) is contained in O,(PQ). Consequently 
[Op(Pb>, 714 O,(H) < O,@‘Q). 
Since P = O,(PL,) P,, and P is not star-covered, [OJPL,), t]# 1 by Lemma 
3.3(vii). Thus, using (2.3)(viii), we have 
o%wp(%)9 71) lqun,i Wzr, W’Q). 
The shape of .l(q, x,) dictate that O,(PQ) <N,(L,). However, by(9.5), this 
is inadmissable. With this contradiction, the verification of (9.7) iscomplete. 
We claim that Q, < Q,,. Suppose [Qr ,ut ] # 1, and argue for a 
contradiction. From (9.7), P= N&(Q)) %(LJ and so, as 
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L r = N,,(Z(J(Q))) O,,(QL,) by Glauberman’s Utheorem, L1 = 9&(P) 
O,,(QL,). Recall that L, _a L, Q has been excluded and hence Y’,(P) # 1. 
From (9.4) either P,< Yp(L,) or O,,(QL,) < Q,,(P) must hold. If the 
former were to occur, then by Lemma 5.1(d) 
which implies by (2.2O)(vi), as YL,(P) # 1, that P = Yp(L,). However, 
OnI(QL,) < ,PL,(P) is also untenable for this would give L, = ,PL,(P) 
O,JQL,) = %#‘). 
Thus Q, < Q,,. With the aid of (2.7) wehave that Q= O,(QL,) Q, and 
therefore, since [Q,, ,L,] = 1 by Lemma 3.12(iii), Q 4 QL1. Now use of 
(2.6) leads to P = OJPQ) Yp(L,). S ince P, < 5*,(L,) (where j3= u or t) we 
may obtain, using Lemma 5.8(b), 
W'Q) = (OpV'Q) n %(LJ G,wJ[Qv 81). 
Since [Q,P] # 1, 
The only possibility, s nceOJPQ) 4 S,(L r), is L rD < YL,(P). Therefore, 
whether P*t(I7j < 4&J or p,,<%&) and Lla,< %,(P) (where VJl = 
{ 2,3}) hold we obtain LT < 9,,(P), which is ridiculous (seeCorollary 7.4). 
This ettles Ca e 1 when L,- Q N,,(L,) (and 2E {p, q}). Now suppose 
that L r, QNLI(LI). First, we shall establish 
(9.8). (Assuming L,%< NL,(L2)). If L, = L,-, then 
(0 L, = h,, 
(ii> 1 f [N&L), 7]< C&d, and 
(iii) P = IV&(Q)) Yp(LI). 
An immediate consequence of the assumption L, =L 1,, using Corollary 
7.4 and Lemma 7.7(c), is that L,r F&,(P). Therefore, since Llr Q NL,(L2), 
(2.7) implies that P = O,(PL,) $(L,). Observe that [[R, ps], 
O,,(L,,P,(L,))] = 1 (by (2.3)(ix) and (2.11)) for any Abelian -invariant 
subgroup R of Yf(L,). Clearly O,(PL,) 4 Yp(L,), and so we have 
Z(O,(PL,)) n Yp(L 1) < P,, . Since 
z(o,(pU), < z(o,(pLd) ww,) G ppuy 
we have Z(O,(PL,)), = 1. By (2.11) [Z(O,(PL,)), [L , z]] = 1. Suppose that 
[L,, 71 # 1, and argue for acontradiction. Thus 
WG(W29 71) (puxl) 2 w,(pw)9 LIT 
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(as ~5,~ < NL,(LJ). Set Z, = Z(O,(PL,)). Since L,r 6.<,,(P), Z, < ,Yp(L,). 
Observe that Z, normalizes both O,,(L I .~Tp(L ,)) and O,I(L,l Yp(L ,)) n 
N,,(L 51) WA&W,)N,). N ow Z,< = 1 and so (2.14)(ii) y elds 
that QJL%(L,)) = Co,+ 9pcr.,,, (Z,)(O,,(L,.“T”,(L,))nN,.,(lL,, 51)). Now 
Z, # 1 since O,(PL,) # 1. Also, Z, g P and therefore 
From Lemma 7.6(ii)(a), as P&, < .?f(L,), .~q-,(P) < L,ur. Thus 
Moreover, the assumption [L,, r]# 1 together with (2.3)(ii) mplies 
NL,([Lz, r]) < NL,(L2). Consequently, using (2.20), we have 
contrary to(9.3). 
This contradiction ar se from the assumption [L,, r]# 1. Thus we have 
L, = L, , so establishing (9.8)(i). 
From’ L2=L2,, we may assert hat (Np(L2), at]< C,(L,). Since 
Q, ,< No(L2), 1 # QP < [N&L*), as]. Therefore [Na(L2), r] = 1 is impossible 
for (2.3)(v) as c,(N,&)) G N,(b) would give Q = Q, whereas Q is not 
star-covered. Hence 1 # [Na(L2), t] < C,(L,). 
It only remains to prove (9.8)(iii). Since Q = O,(QL,) Q, and Q& < 
N&J, O,(QL r) 4 N,(L,). Therefore (Z(O,(QL ,)))p = 1 because 
[L,, Q,] = 1. Hence p acts fixed-point-freely upon Z(O,(QL,)) L r and so 
[Z(O,(QL,)), L,] = 1. Now Q not being star-covered and q# 2 implies, by 
Lemma 4.7, that O,(PQ)n O,(QL,)# 1. Since O,(PQ)n O,(QL,) 4 
O,(QL,), Z(O,(QL,)) n O,(PQ) # 1, and, since 1f Z(O,(QL 1>g Q, 
Z(O,(QL,)) n Z(Q) # 1. Now an examination of 
and 
yields (with the aid of (2.6)) that P = N,(J(Q)) 3$(L,). Thus we have 
completed the proof of (9.8). 
Now (9.4) predicts that one of O,,(L, Q) < Yt,(P) and P, < Y&. r) must 
occur. First we examine the former posstbtlity, O, (L,Q) < YL,(P), 
Irrespective of whether P* (,,)G?&J or P,,<-P,(Ld and k!-jG 
YL,(P)({i,j} = {2,3)) hold, we may assert that (see Lemmas (7.6)(m)(a) 
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7.7(c)) YL,(P) is contained in one of L,- and L,r. Combining Theorem 4.4 
and Lemma 3.3(vii) shows that L, is star-covered. 
If [ZVr.,(L,), a] # 1, then, since [NL,(L2), a] < CL,(L2) and (by (2.3(viii)) 
t~~,t%tW))~ G K,W, and so t~L,(~L,tWN* Q ~&d. Since 
NL,(Lz) $ N,,(NL,(L2)), this would be at variance with the deduction that L, 
is star-covered. HenceLF = L i, and then clearly L , =L ,,. This makes (9.8) 
available; in particular we have P = ZV#(Q)) Yp(L r). Using Glauberman’s 
ZJ-theorem gives 
L, = k,tWtQ)N 0,&Q) = K,MJtQN Z,(P). 
The outcome of this is that one of P = 3$(L,) and L, = YL,(P) must hold, 
whereas PLI # L, P. Hence we infer that O,,(QL,) Q YL,(P) is untenable. 
Now consider the possibility P, < $(L,). From P,.< Yp(L1) we obtain 
P=Yp(L,) C,($,(P)) by Lemma 5.1(d). By (2.21)(vi) 3&(P) = 1. This 
gives 4p, n,) = {N&J L,Q} using (2.20). Appealing to (9.6) (for P and 
L,) gives that Z(L,) 4N,](L,). Therefore C,,(L,) = 1 and so 
by (2.13)(i). 
From the shape of M(p, rrr), since NL,(L2) # 1, using (2.7) yields that 
P = OJPL,) Yp(L,). Hence O,(PL,) $.5fp(L1). In order that we may use 
(9.8) we shall show that L, = LID. Because P,< N,(L,) and L F = Llu, 
(2.14)(ii) produces L,=L,oC,,(P,). Suppose L, # LIc, and argue for a 
contradiction. Clearly, then, C,,(P,) # 1. The shape of J(p, n,) in 
conjunction with the fact that O,(PL,) z& S,(L ,) gives that 
(Z(O,(OL,))), = 1. Observe that, asC,,(P,) c$YL,(P), Z(P) < N,(L,). 
Set Z, = Z(O,(PL,)); note that 1# Z(P) n Z, < N,,(L,). By (2.3)(vi) 
(regarding L I admitting P,Z(P) as a coprime operator group) Z(P) n Z, 
normalizes [P,, L,]. From L, = L,,CL1(Po), it follows that [P,, L,] < L,o. 
Since (Z(P) n Z,), = 1, applying (2.3)(ix) to (Z(P) n Z,)[P,, L ,] yields 
that [Z(P) n Z,, [P,, Ll]] = 1. The form of A(p, 71,) then demands that 
IP,,L,l= 1.
Since ‘~PL2(NL,(LZ))NL,(LZ)#G, by (2.26) ~Lz(NL,(L2))=c~P(NL,(L2))Lz. 
From [P,, L,] = 1, we see that P, < cYp(NL,(Lz)). Applying (2.14)(ii) g ves 
qw*) = to,tpLJ n %WL,(LdN copwL2m’ 
Since N,,(L,) # 1, the shape of .M(p, 7c,) forces CO,,pL,~(Lz), 9p(NL,(Lz)) < 
Tp(L ,). Consequently O,(PL,) < 2$(L ,), whence P = O,(PL,) 5$(L ,) = 
P,(L ,). With this contradiction we have shown that L, = L ,,. 
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Since L$&,(L2) = N&J N,,(L,) by GW, L,r <NL,(Lz) and q odd, 
by (2.14)(i). From(9.8), 1 # [N&L& z] < C,(L,) and so we see that 
Onl(QL,) <N,,(L,). A further use of (9.8) gives L, = LzT and so, as 
Z&J diN&) by (9.Q N&J =L,,,. Thus O,,(QL,) <Llor and ~0, 
using (2.3)(xi), [O,,(QL,), Q] = 1. Because O,(PQ) # 1, this gives 
O,,(QL,) G 8,(P). S ince we have already dealt with the situation 
O,,(QL i) <$.,(P), this disposes of Case 1when p = 2. 
This finishes Ca e 1. 
Case 2. One of P and Q is Star-Covered butthe Other Is Not 
Without loss of generality, we will assume P is not star-covered and Q is 
star-covered. 
Subcase 2(a). q# 2. It is claimed that Q,*,,, < N (L,). Since 2# q, by 
Corollary 7.4, it will be sufficient to show Lf 4 NJQ). Suppose 
Lf < NJQ) were to hold. Then, by (9.1), 2 E rrr and so, by Corollary 7.4
and (9.2), P&, < N,(L,). By Lemma 5.8(c), we have, as O,(PQ) 4 N,(L,) 
(by (9.5) because P is not star-covered and p # 2) and L10 z& 9&(P), 
O,(QL ,) < Q,. Consequently, using (2.13)(i), 
Q=Oq(QL,)Q,=Q,Q,- 
Hence Q, = Q,,Q,, (because, by (2.3)(ix), [Q, ul< Q, and [Q,P] ,<Q,>, 
and so G, has a normal q-complement by (2.1O)(ii). In particular, 
[Q,, LJ < Q n Lzz = 1. Since Lf (NJQ) implies that A(q, 7~~) = 
{QN,,(Q), L2}, we must have Z(L,) < CL,(L2,) < NL,(Q). From Lemma 
7.5(e), Z(L,) = Z(L,),,. But this then forces Q,< 9o(L,) = 1 which is not 
possible. ThusLf 4 NJQ), and so Q?,,, < N,(L,). 
Because Q is star-covered and q # 2, [NP(Q), u] = 1 by Lemma 7.6(i)(d). 
Hence Q, = Q* = Q. Consequently &(q,rr2) = {Q, N,(L,) L,). We further 
observe that, by (2.3)(ix), [P, a]4 PQ. Since P is not star-covered, 
[P,a] # 1. 
Assume, for the moment, that 2e (p U nz}. Since p # 2, [P, a] ( O,(PL,) 
by (2.13)(i). By considering 
(NOW, aI)) tqunzt a Q, O&‘LJ 
we may infer that OJPL,) = 1. In view of Lemma 3.3(vii) andCorollary 
4.5, since p # 2 and P is not star-covered, O,(PQ)is not contained in either 
of P, or P,. Consequently (since Q &, Q N,(L,)) Lemma 5.8(c) yields that 
either L: < YL,(Q) or that O,(PQ) <N,(L,). Now S,,(Q) = 1, and so the 
latter must hold. By Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem (as 2 64 {puqu 7t2}) 
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Q = J$#V(P)N O,PQ) = N&V(P))) and L2 = NL2WJ(PN) O,,(W) = 
NL2(Z(J(P))). Hence QL2 = L,Q, which contravenes the assumption of (1;). 
Therefore wh n q # 2 we conclude that 2E {p U x2}. 
First wewill consider thepossibility p = 2;until further notice w assume 
p = 2. From Q = Q, we deduce that Q,, = 1. Thus QL r admits pztixed- 
point-freely. Now L I*(p,l = L,r and [QT,LLT] = 1. So [Q,, L,] = 1 by Lemma 
3.7. Consequently, we have 
(9.9). L, # L&. 
Suppose L, = L2, pertains. Then, using (2.3)(ix) and (2.1 l), we have 
[Np(L2), po]< C,(L,). Hence Q, < C,(L,). Therefore L,,L, < C,(Q,) and 
this is contrary to (9.3). Thus (9.9) follows. 
Our immediate objective s torule out the possibility (when p= 2) that 
LzT <N,,(L ,). Accordingly, we next prove 
(9.10). Assume 
(9 LzT <NL2(LI), and
00 Z = Z(O,(pQ)) < S,(L A. 
Then O,,(W) < NL2W. 
Since Q&(L,) L, # G and, by hypothesis, Z Q S$(LJ, we have that Z
normalizes OJPL,) n N,,(L i) (>(O,,(PL,)),). Employing (2.14)(i) yields 
that 
On,W*) = G.*WL2) (K ~7lW,,(W nK,W). 
If [Z, c77] = Z, then (note that 1# [P, u] < O,(PQ) implies that Z $ 1) 
(N&7) 14~x212 C,,(Z)7 Q. 
Hence, CL2(Z) = 1 and so O,l(P&,) < NL2(LI), as required. Therefore we 
may suppose [Z, 071 # Z. So Z,, # 1. We proceed toobtain a contradiction. 
By Lemma 3.12(iii) [Z,,, L ] = 1, whence O,(PQ) <Yp(L1). Consequently 
P= O,(PQ)P,= Yp(L,)Po, 
Clearly P,g$(L,), andso Llo<&.(L,). By(9.1),as2exn,, L,*$.-$,(P). 
Therefore P, Q 9$.(L,). From Lemma 7.7(c) and (e) Lf = LIZ #L,. Now 
L,* QNL2(LI) and so, with the aid of (2.14)(ii), 
L, =L1,C&,) 
If C,,(L21) Q .%,(L,) = N&A then, since 1 ZL2- <NL2&,), C ,&J Q Llo 
by Corollary 5.6. 
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However, CL,&*,) < L,* <Llr gives L,= L,r whereas L,# L i,. Therefore 
CL,(L2,) 4 YL,(L2). In particular, this gives Z(L,)<&(L1)= NL2(L,)' Now
4q, n,) = IQ, N&J L,L and, in such a situation, (9.6) predicts that 
+W,) 4 N&J- Th is is the required contradiction. The verification of 
(9.10) iscomplete. 
(9.11). IfL,~<~&,), then O,,W’)<N,,(L,). 
Suppose (9.11) isfalse, and argue for acontradiction. We first how that 
L,r< ,pL,(P) and P, < $(L,) holds. If L,T <.YLz,(P) holds, then, since 
2 & zl, P, < &$(LJ by (9.1). So we may suppose that LIT 4YL,(P). 
Therefore P, <Yp(L,). Now 2 # q and so by Lemma 5.9(c) atleast one of 
the following must pertain: 
Lr < Z,(P)9 O,(QL,) G Q,, and O,(PQ) G Z&L 1). 
If O,(QL,) < Q,, then O,(QL J< Q,, and hence [O,(QL A L I] = 1 by 
Lemma 3.13(iii). Thus L, A L, Q by (2.13)(ii). Consequently 
Since 1# Lzr <NJLJ, this violates he hape of d(q, n2). The possibility 
O,(PQ) < Yp(L ,) would yield, by(9. lo), that On2(LZ P)< NLI(L r ), whilst 
L,T < YLl(P) has been specifically exc uded. From this dead-end situation we 
conclude that L ,, < YL,(P) and P, < .$(L i) must hold. 
Recourse toLemma 7.7(d) and (e) gives that L, = L I,C,,(P,) with 
C,,(P,) 4 YL,(P). Hence, if (OJPQ)), # 1, then this forces Z(O,(PQ))< 
Yp(L,). This, by (9. lo), yields O,,(L,P) < N,,(L,). Therefore we must have 
OJPQ), = 1. Consequently O,(PQ) On2(PL2) admits cr fixed-point-freely. 
Now O,(PQ) # 1 since 1 # [P, a] < O,(PQ) and so 
The shape of l(q, rr*) now implies O,,(PL,) = 1< N,,(L 1). 
Thus we conclude that (9.11) holds. 
From (9.11) wemay assert 
(9.12). IfL&N,,(L,), then L, =Lz,. 
BY (9.Il), O,,W,)<N&,). If [N&L,),pI f 1, then, by (2.11) and 
(2.3)(viii), (ArL2(NL2(L1)))* < NL2(L,). Then Lemma 4.6 yields that 
NLt(L,) = L,, contrary to L,L,#L2L,. Thus N,,(L,)<Lzl)=Lt. 
Employing Corollary 4.5yields that 
This establishes (9.12). 
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Comparing (9.9) and (9.12) yields a contradiction. Thus (when p = 2) we 
have attained our stated objective, namely Lzr 4 NL,(L,). Therefore, as 
2~71,Vn,andL,L,#L,L,,L,~~N,,(L,). 
We now examine the situation L,r Q NL,(L2) (we still have p= 2). First, 
we make two observations. 
(9.13). IfL,r<YL1(P), then Oz2(PL2)= 1. 
Since, by(9.1), L,* 4 YL,(P) because p = 2 we infer that P, < 9$(L,). 
From Lemma 7.7(c)-(e), C,,(R) < $(L,) for any nontrivial a-invariant 
subgroup R of P,. Thus, if (Z(O,(PQ))), # 1, then O,(PQ) < Yp(L,). 
Recalling that P = P, O,(PQ) we deduce that (Z(O,(PQ))), = 1. Hence u
acts fixed-point-freely upon W,(pQN Q$‘W. Therefore (as 
Zto,(PQ)) f 1) 
tM-V,tPQ)N) /qunzt 2 Q, O&W, 
which gives O,,(PL,) = 1. This verities (9.13). 
(9.14). IfLIT< NL,(L2), then O,(PL,) # 1. 
Assume OJPL,) = 1, and argue for acontradiction. Then wehave, using 
(2.7), 
P = (N,(W)), C&W)) I ZJ E SY~, L,, u E 4. 
Hence, since P 4 Cap(L1), NL,(Lz) < YL,(P). Therefore L,T<S,,(P) whence, 
by (9.13), O, (PL,) = 1. Consequently F(PL,) = 1, which is the desired con- 
tradiction. 
Our next objective is 
(9.15). IfL,z < NL,(L2), then either O,(PQ) < N,(L,) or O,,(PL,) = 1. 
Because P = O,(PQ) P,, [P, u] < OJPQ) (recall that Q = Q,). Thus, if 
[OJPL,), a] # 1, then O,(PL,)n O,(PQ) # 1 whence we may infer that 
either O,(PQ) <YQ(L,) or O,JPL,) < S,,(Q). Therefore at least one of the 
following must hold: 
W'Q) G 4th) = N&d, and o,,W,) G 3,(Q) = 1 
We shall show that O,(PL,) <P, implies that O,(PQ) <N&J (and this 
will complete he verification of (9.15)). Applying (2.3)(xi) to O,(PL,) L,, 
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since OJPL,) < P, and L,- = 1, gives [OJPL,), L2] = 1. Consequently, with
the aid of (2.7), 
Hence N&d < S,,(p). 
Since L1, = I(<Y,I(P)) and q # 2, Lemma 5.8(c) dictates hat at least one 
of the following occurs: 
O,(PQ) G Q,, 9 O,,(QLJ G g,,(P), and p, < %WJ 
Suppose P, = Yp(L1) were to hold. Then P = Yp(L,) C,,(YL,(P)) by 
Lemma 5.1 (d) which implies, a  PL, # L, P, that YL,(P) = 1. However, 
1 # NL1(L2) < YL,(P). Thus P, < 9,(L i) is untenable here. Now consider the
possibility O,,(QL) G 3,(P). From Q=Q, and (2.3)(ix), 
L, = O,,(QL,)L,/ Hence L, = YL,(P) L,-. Consequently Llo $ YL,(P), and 
so p, < %(L,)* 
Appealing toLemma 5.1(a) then yields that (as 2 6?! 7~~) P = Yp(L,) 
w-%,(p)9 ~1). Now, from L, = qwIo and (2.3)0x), 
[L,, 01 = [3,(P), 01and so, as PL,#L,P, L,=L,m. Thus P,<$(L,) 
and L,T<iVN,I(L,)<9L,(P). By Lemma 7.7(e) L, = L,. is untenable. With 
this contradiction we maydiscount O,,(QL,) < YL,(P). Hence the remaining 
alternative O,(PQ) < QP must hold. Since Q, < Na(L2), this gives O,(PQ) <
NJLJ, so showing that O,(PL,) <P, implies O,(PQ) < N,(L,). Now 
(9.15) follows. 
Before proceeding further we note that part of the proof of (9.15) 
establishes 
(9.16). IfO,JQL,) < YLI(P) and Liz < NL,(L2), then L, = L,-. 
Our strategy nowturns to the examination of one of the alternatives of 
(9.15), namely O,(PQ) Q N&L,). 
(9.17). Suppose L 1, < NL,(L2) and O,(PQ) < N&L,). Then 
(0 [-W(P)),PI # 1, and 
(ii> W(p)) 4Z 34L 1 1. 
(i) Suppose [Z(J(P)), p] = 1. From (2.3)(x) N&(P)) = C&(P)) 
W,(W>)), . Hence, since Z(P) < Z(J(P)), Q= Q, C&W>) OJPQ) by 
(2.0 Thus, as O,(PQ) &N&h) and Q, <N&A Q = C&V>) N,(Ld. 
Set R = O,(PL,) n Z(P). Since O,(PL,) # 1 by (9.14), R # 1. Similar use of 
(2.6) and the supposition Z(.T(P)) <P, to PL, yields that L, = L,pCL2(Z(P)) 
O,JPLJ, thence L,= L2,CLI(R). Because Q f N&J, C&V)) 4 N&J, 
and so CL2(R) <YL,(Q) = 1. Hence L, = L, . But, by (9.9), L, #L, . Thus 
we infer that [Z(J(P)), p 1 # 1, so establishi& (i).
P 
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(ii) Suppose the assertion s false, and argue for acontradiction. Since 
Z(J(P)) isAbelian, [O,l(L 1 YP(L1)), [Z&r(P)), p] ] = 1 by (2.12). Because of
(2.20) and since [Z(J(P)),p] z 1 by pati (0, Np([Z(J(P)),p]) <$(L,). 
Now P, Q NP( [Z(J(P)), p])by (2.3)(viii). So P, <S,(J? 1). Combining 
Lemma 5.1(d) and (2.21)(vi) g ives YL,(P) = 1. Thus P* < YP(L ,). Applying 
Lemma 5.8(d) (with L = Q, M= P and N= L,) gives that 
O,PQ) = (O,(PQ) n %(Ld) Co,ciyj,(Q)- 
Recall that [Q,, L,] = 1 (see before (9.9)). Hence OJPQ) < Y,(L,). 
Therefore P = P, O,(PQ) < .-9$(L 1) which is contrary to (j’). This 
contradiction showsthat we must have Z(J(P)) 4 Yp(L,). 
With the aid of (9.17) weshall establish 
(9.18). Suppose Llr<NL,(L2) and O,(PQ) <N,(L,). Then at least one 
of On2(PL,) = 1, L, = Llo, and L, = L,, must hold. 
Assuming Ox2(PL,) = 1 does not hold we will show that either L, = LIOeeor 
L, = LzT hold. In view of (9.13) this means that P, < Yp(L1). By (9.17)(u), 
Z(J(P)) 4 Yp(L ,). Thus, since [P,, L,] = 1 by Lemma 3.13, (J(P)),,= 1.
Consequently J(P) N&(P)) admits ut fixed-point-freely. Now 
W,JJ(P)));S,, = W&(P))),. Applying Corollary 4.5to J(P) N&(P)) we 
obtain N,?(J(P)) = C,2(J(P))(N,,(J(P)))z. Let R = O,(PL,) n Z(P); again 
we remark that R # 1. Applying to(2.6) yields that L, = CL?(R) LIT. 
If C,,(R) # 1, then C,(Z(P)) < No(L,) because ofthe shape of M(q, nz). 
Therefore, using (2.6), either 
L,=LzT or Q = ~,W’N 4&) 
must pertain. We claim that the latter alternative yields L, = L, . 
Since Z&,>Q = Q%(L,) (by (2.26)) ad P, < XW;), N&(P)) 
normalizes J(P) n Yp(L 1) (&T(P),). Thus, by (2.14)(i), 
J(p) = (J(p) n ?m) c.d~~Qvw)~ 51). 
If Q = N,(J(P))N,(L,) holds, then, as Q$,, <N&5,) and QL, f&Q, 
[[N&(P), t],p] #‘1 and consequently, because [Q, p] < O,(QL,), 
P%W’))~ 51nO,(QW f 1. 
Thus we may infer that either J(P) 6 Yp(L,) or O,,(QL,) < Y+,(P). By 
(9.17) the former is inadmissable whilst the latter possibility y elds, by 
(9.16), that L, = L,o. This ubstantiates the above claim, and completes he
proof of (9.18). 
(9.19). IfLIr<Ntl(L2), then L, # L,T. 
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Suppose L,= LzT holds. Then, from (2.3)(ix), [N,(L,), T]< C,(L,). Since 
Q = Q, and Q, <N&L), 1 Z Q, < [N&d, 71. Now c%,a(L,) = 
4,G> 4&L) d an so NQ(Lz) normalizes NL,(L2) n O,,(QL,). By(2.14)(i) 
(since Llr ,< N&d) 
from which we deduce that O,,(QL,) < N,l(L,). 
Now QL i admits p7 fixed-point-freely because Q = Q, and L ,, = 1. Thus, 
since (L i),*,,, = L ,,, using Corollary 4.5, 
contrary to L, L, # L,L,. With this contradiction (9.19) follows. 
Gathering to ether thevarious threads wenow prove 
(9.20). IfLi7< NL,(Lz), then O,(PQ) <N,(L,) and L, = L,*. 
The state of play is as follows: from (9.15) wehave either O,(PQ) <
N,(L,) or OJPL,) = 1 holding. When the former case, O,(PQ) <N&L,) 
occurs, (9.18) predicts that at least one of O&X,) = 1, L, = L ,,, and 
L, = Lzr must hold. Thus, in view of (9.19), to establish (9.20) itwill suffice 
to show that O,,(PL,) = 1 is impossible. 
So suppose OJPL,) = 1 holds. It is asserted that L, = Lzr. This 
assertion, whenestablished, combines with (9.19) toshow that Ozz(PL,) = 1 
is impossible. Since 266 z2, 
G = L2/9(Ld 
cz = Lc by Corollary 4.5applied toPL,_ Set 
‘-_I ence &, = (L2)* by Lemma 3.3(vi). Moreover, since L,is 
Abelian, (L2)p (I;2)r = (L,)* =x,. Clearly Llr (flL,(L,)) has an induced 
action upon L, which leaves E2, invariant. Applying (2.3)(x) to
L,$,/(i,),) yields, since LIP = 1 and-x, n-q = 4, 1, = Ci,(LJ &,. If 
CL,(L1,) = 1, then CL,(LJ = 1 so giving L,= L, . By a well-known result of
Burnside (see [1, Theorem 5.1.41) this then yields L,= Lzr. Thus either 
L, = LzT or CL2(LI,) # 1. Suppose for the moment hat C,,(L,J # 1. Using 
(2.13)(i), since q# 2 and L,, = 1, gives 
Q = O,(QL,) Q,= O,(QLJ I,. 
As NL,(L2) N&J = N&J NL,(LA NL,W2) normalizes O,(QLJ n N&d 
(>(O,(QL,)),). Employing (2.14)(i) yields 
Q = O,(QL,) N&d = C&Q ~,(W 
Now CL,(LIT) # 1 and the form of M(q, z2) forces Q = Ne(L2), which is 
untenable. H nce L, = LzT so verifying theabove assertion. The proof of 
(9.20) iscomplete. 
As far as the supposition p = 2 is concerned this is the nd of the road. 
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(9.21). The conditions Liz QN,,(L,), O,(PQ) < N,(L,) and L, = LiG are 
incompatible with(7). 
Assume that Liz ,< Nt,(L2), O,(PQ) QN&J and L, = Llo holds. Clearly 
P, < Tp(L,). If Llr < YL,(P), then Lemma 7.7(e) would be contradicted. So 
L,r 4YL,(P). Therefore P, < Zj$(L,). Observe, by (2.3)(x), that (as 
p,, Gs,@ 1)) P,, 7 u] centralizes O,,(L,Y~(L,)). Now [P,,, a] = P,,, and, 
by Lemma 3.13(iii), [P,,L2] = 1. Suppose P,, # 1. Then O,,(L,Y”,(L,)) < 
NL,(LJ. Using (2.20) and Lemma 7.6(ii)(a) we see that 
L, = 0,,v4&1))~,(p)= o,,(L,~(L,))L,o,~NL,(L*). 
Since L, L, # L,L,, it follows that P,, = 1. Consequently PQ admits pr 
fixed-point-freely whenc  Q= N,(P) O,(PQ) by (2. IO)(i). 
It is claimed that L, $I L,P. For L, 4 L,P would imply that 
LIZ <N,,(L,) GCq,(P) which is not the case. Hence (by (2.6)) one of 
C&W’)) and NL,W)) must be nontrivial. Therefore, in view of the shape 
of 4q, q), N,(P) <N&Q. so 
Q = N,(P) W'Q) < N&h 
contrary to (t). This proves (9.21). 
Thus when p = 2 and L,, < N,,(L,) we have reached a contradiction, and 
so we conclude that p # 2. 
Now we consider subcase 2(a) under the additional hypothesis that 
2 E 7~, . From (9.1), since 2G$ xi, L,* 4 YL,(P). Thus P&, < Yp(L,) by 
Corollary 7.4. Employing Lemma 5.8(c) (with L = Q, M = P, and N = L ,) 
yields atleast one of the following possibilities: 
O,V'Q) Q %&A O,(QL) < Q,, or LIT G 4,(P). 
Now O,(PQ) < $(L,) together with Theorem 4.4, Lemmas 4.6 and 7.6 
yield (since p # 2) either Yp(L,) = P or P = P,, neither ofwhich are 
possible. Whereas O,(QL,) < Q, implies, a  Q= O,(QL,) Q, by (2.13)(i), 
that Q= Q &, <N&L,) (note that Q = Q, makes Lt < YL(Q) impossible), 
contrary toQL2 # L,Q. The last possibility, L i, < Y,,(P), contradicts 
Corollary 7.4. This deals with 2E n,. 
To summarize, when q # 2, it was first hown that 2E (p U x2}, and then 
demonstrated that 2C {p U z2} is incompatible with(7). This completes 
subcase 2(a). 
Subcase 2(b). q= 2. As has been observed previously, ince p# 2 and 
P is not star-covered, 
(9.22). O,(PQ) 4iww = 34w 
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Eventually, this ubcase will be subdivided pending on whether 
LzT <NLI(L,) orLIT <NL,(LJ. First, however, some general observations: 
(9.23). Q#‘Q) < yQ(L,). 
Now L: =G Z,(Q) is untenable y (9.1). The ensuing argument does not 
depend upon which of Qp < YJL,) or Q, < $(L,) holds. So suppose 
Qp <$(L& Since P/U,,(PL,) is star-covered and P is not star-covered, 
O,(PL,) 4 P,. Thus, using Lemma 5.8(c) (with L = P, M = Q and N = L2) 
yields that either O,(PQ)< YQ(L2) or L2, < SLz(Q). 
Now suppose O,(PQ) 4 YQ(L2). Hence L2, <YL,(Q). Consequently 
L2,4 &(Q), and so Q, <Y&L,). Applying Lemma 5.8(c) again (with 
p = r this time) gives (since O,(PL,) 4 P, and O,(PQ) 4 9JL2)) 
L&&(Q). Since Lf g.&(Q) we conclude that, in fact, 
W’Q) < $(W 
(9.24). 0) O,,(W) < $,(Q>; and 
(ii) L, is star-covered. 
(i) Since P is not star-covered and p # 2, by (9.14) one of Q, g 9JLJ 
and O,,(PL) < YL,(Q) must hold. The former possibility, w h the aid of 
Lemma 5.1(a) nd (2.21)(vi), gives &(Q) = 1, whence Q* < TQ(L2). Thus 
Q* # Q which is contrary to Q being star-covered. HenceO,,(PL,) < YLl(Q), 
so giving (i). 
(ii) From (9.1) and Lemmas 7.5(a), 7.6(ii)(a), and 7.7(c), YL (Q) is 
contained in at least one of Llo and L, . Combining part (i), Theorem 4.4, 
and Lemma 3.3(vii) then yields that L, is star-covered. 
(9.25). Q= C&V)) &(Ld. 
By Glauberman’s ZJ theorem (since 2 & {p U nz}) L, = NL2(Z(J(P))) 
~,,PLd. From (9.24)(i) O&d') 4 S,,(Q) and so ~L,WJ(P))) diZ,(Q). 
Therefore N&(P))< $(L,). Since, by (9.23), O,(PQ)< -Pa(L,) use of 
(2.6) yields (9.25). 
Now suppose that L+ < K,(L A. If INL2(Ll),~] f 1, then 
(NL2(ZVLz(L r )))*& N,,(L ,) whrch is contrary toL, being star-covered 
((9.24)(ii). Thus L2, =Lf = L. From Lemma 7.7 Lzz < S,,(Q) is untenable 
as L2=L2,, and so Q;",,, < s (L 1). 
Suppose Np(LI) Q P,, were to hold. Since L f 4 ,PL,(P) by (9. l), we must 
then have P* = P,,. We claim that either L, is star-covered o  
[O,(QL r), L,] = 1. Since (O,(PQ))* = (OJPQ)),, , Q, normalizes 
(O,(PQ))*. Hence, using (2.14)(ii), 
W'Q) = Co,wm (Q,)@@'Q)), - 
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Because P/O,@‘&) is star-covered but P is not star-covered, O,(PQ) z$ P,. 
Consequently G(Q,,) di WL A since N&i) < P,. Thus we may infer that 
either (O,(QL,)), = 1 or O,,(Qt,) < YL,(P). If the latter holds then, since 
3 ,m G L I,, by Lemma 7.6(ii)(a) and L,/O,,(QL,) is star-covered by 
Theorem 4.4, L, is star-covered. Whilst the former would imply that pacts 
fixed-point-freely upon O,(QL JL 1 so yielding [ O,(QL 1), L 1] = 1. This 
establishes the claim. 
If it were the case that L, were star-covered (still supposing N,(L,) < P,), 
then Lemma 7.6(iii)(c) givesthat P= P,. This is contrary to P not being 
star-covered. Hence[OJQL,), L,] = 1 and so, employing (2.7), 
Consequently, as L,- <N,,(L,), we have that either Lzr <YL2(Q) or 
Q = Yb(L,) occurring. Since neither outcome is permissable, we deduce that 
WLI)4P,. 
Then C,(L,) # 1 by (2.1 l), and so Z(P) =Z(P)), = N,(L ,) by Lemma 
7.6(i)(c). Now consider (PL,), = P,L, (recall that L, = L2,). Since 
YpL2(LI)LI # G, we see that Z(P) normalizes O,,(P,L,) n NJL,) 
(h(O,,(P,L,)),). Therefore, by (2.14)(i), 
O$%) = G,,W,L*~ W(P>~ tl)(O,,(P,L*)nN,,(L,)). 
Now [P,,, L2] = 1 by Lemma 3.13(iii) and so, because of (9.25), 
Z(P),, = 1. Hence [Z(P), r] = Z(P). Moreover, P,L, admits urtixed-point- 
freely so, since L2*(orj = L2,, L, = L2t0,,(PpL2) by Theorem 4.4. Gathering 
together theabove details with the fact that, by(9.25), C,,(Z(P)) < YL,(Q), 
we observe that 
L2 = L,,o,,(P,L,) = N,,(L,) &(Q). 
However, employing Lemma 7.6(ii)(a), YL,(Q) < L2,, < N,JL 1) so 
contravening (9.3). This contradiction was obtained under the hypothesis 
L2* G K*&)’ 
We now examine the prevailing situation when Llr <N,,(L,). Set 
PI = (~Pv(u))~ ~PWCJ)) Iu E SYl, L2, u E n2). From (2.71, 
P = 0,(PL2)P,. Now by Corollary 7.4 L,r 49&(P) (because 
P&, < ,%(L,)) and so, as L,v<NL,(L2), P, < %(L,) =N,dL,). Thus P, 
normalizes L, and N,,(L2)>Llz. Consequently, since p is odd and L,. = 1, 
L, =NI,,(L2) C,,([P,,pr]) by (2.14)(i). By Lemma 3.12(iii) [P,,, L ] = 1, 
and so 
p = O,W2) p, = OpW2) PL,,[PP WI= qw,)[4 9 PI. 
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Observe that P &I PL,. For suppose P g PL, holds. Then C,(Z(P)) < 
N&Z(P)) < S$(L,) which, by (9.25), gives the untenable Q = 9$(L2). 
Therefore (P1,p] # 1. Since YL,(P) < LIoT by Lemma 7.6(ii)(a) and, by 
assumption, L T<NL,(LJ, we see that C,,,([P,,p~l $9L,(P). For 
C,,([P,,p~l)~~,(P)forces 
Ll =~,,(L*)c,,(lp,,P~l)=~,,(L*)L,~=~,,(L*). 
Hence Z(P) = Z(P), < Np(LI). Since [P,,,L,] = 1and C,(Z(P))4YQ(L,) 
(by (9.25)), Z(P),, = 1. Therefore Z(P), = 1. 
It is asserted that L, = Lzi Setting L,= L,/#(L,) and recalling that L, is 
star-covered and L2 is Abehan we have L, = (z,)* = L, &. Because i, 
and zz, are normalized by LIT we obtain, by applymg (2.3)(xi), to 
L,T(<J&r) (since L,p = 1) that & = &,CE2(LIT). Since 1 # L,r<N,,(L,), 
NL,(L2/L2,) (since L1, = 1) that L, =L2,CL2(L1,)' Since 1# L,r<N,,(L,), 
NL2(L,) < LzDr by Lemma 5.5. Thus (by [ 1, Theorem 5.1.41 either L,= Lzr 
or C&I,) 4 K,G). s 0 we may suppose C,,(L ,,) 4 NL,(LJ. Inparticular, 
Z(L,), = 1. Thus Z(L,)Z(P) isagroup admitting r fixed-point-freely. Hence 
Z(L,) < C,,(Z(P)) < N,,(P). However N,,(P) < LIoT which is contrary to
Z(L,), = 1. Thus, we conclude that L, = LzT. 
Combining (2.3)(ix) and(2.13)(i) y elds P = O,(PL,) P,,, and so, since 
p # O,(PL,), P,, # 1. Therefore C,(L,) # 1 and so J(p, n,) =
(N,(L,) L,, P) by Lemma 7.6(i)(b). Recourse to (9.6) shows that 
Z(LJ 4 h,(L*>. consequently C,,(L,)= 1 andsoL,~~N,,(L,)~L,"=L: 
by (2.11). Then, employing (2,14)(ii), we obtain 
L, =LI,cL,RJr 
If C,,(P,) 4 ,TL,(P), then, since OJPL,) $ Np(LI) (because P = O,(PL,)P, 
and P* ((ITj < N,(L,)) itfollows that (Z(O,(PL,))), = 1 from which we may 
infer [Z(O,(PL,)),L,] = 1. B ecause O,(PL,) # 1 (as P is not star-covered) 
we have Z(O,(PL,)) n Z(P) # 1 which then implies that C,(Z(P))<,YQ(L2). 
By (9.25) this is not possible and hence we must have CJP,) < .pL,(P) = 1. 
Therefore L,= LIQ and so, by (2.3)(ix) and(2.13)(i), 
NJ@,) = @5&)),, C&l) = p,cTcP(L,). 
Evidently P,= [P,, pa] < C,(L,). Infact P, = C,(L ,). Suppose this were 
false. Then, since P= O,(PL,)P,,, it follows that C,(L,)n O,(PL,)# 1 
whence Z(O,(PL,))<N,(L,). Now O,(PL,)$iV,(L,) forces Z(O,(PL,))n 
C,(L ,)= 1 so yielding Z(O,(PL,))<P,,. Withthe aid of (2.3)(xi) this gives 
IW,W,)), 41 = 1. A s indicated previously this leads, via (9.25), toa 
contradiction. This vindicates heabove assertion that P, = C,(L,). 
If 0,(P,L2,) Z 1, then (NG(Op(PrL2,))),n,Ux21 > L,  bT which, since 
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Lzr = L,, is contrary to (9.3). Thus O,(P,L,) = 1 and hence, by(2.13)(i), 
P, < P,. Consequently 
NP(L I) =p,, C,(L 1) =p,,p, G p, 3 
whence, since C,(N,(L ,)) <N,(L,), P = P, by (2.3)(v). This deduction s 
against P being not star-covered. This eals with Case 2 when q = 2 and 
LIT < IV&,) and also completes heanalysis of Subcase 2(b). 
We now proceed tothe third and final case. 
Case 3. Both P and Q Are Star-Covered 
First weconsider thesituation when 2 4 {p, q}. Without loss of generality 
we may assume 26 x2. 
By (9.1) and Corollary 7.4, since 2 & {qU x2}, Q,*,,, < YQ(L2). Hence, 
because Q is assumed to be star-covered and q # 2, Q = Q,. Consequently 
L, = O,,(QL,) L,O by (2.3)(ix). Suppose LT < N,,(P). Then, by Lemma 
7.5(b), ,A@, rr,) = {PN,,(P), L,}. Employing Lemma 5.8(d) yields that 
On,(QLJ = Co,+,) (Q>(O,~(QL,) nK,W.
The shape of A(p, 71~) and Lemma 3.14 force O;,(QL,) <N,,(P) so giving 
L 1 = O,,(QL,) Llo < N,,(P). Therefore, since p# 2, P& < IV,@ ,) must 
hold. Because P is also star-covered we infer that P = P,. Note that, since 
P,# 1, [P,a] # 1. Now [P,a] < O,(PL,) by (2.13)(i) and [P,o] 4 PQ by 
(2.3)(ix). Hence O,JPL,) < YE,(Q). Because Q = Q, and QL2 # L2Q, 
YL,(Q) = 1. Thus OJPL,) = 1. By (2.3)(ix) L, = Lze. Clearly PL, admits 
ct fixed-point-freely. Now L2*,,,, =L , and so, by virtue ofTheorem 4.4 
(since 2 6? 7c2), L, = Lzr. Hence L, = LzO, and so N,(L,) g L,N,(L,) by 
(2.3)(xi), which, by(2.21)(v), g ives QL, = L,Q, contrary to (t). 
Therefore, without loss of generality, we may suppose p = 2. Hence, by 
(9.1), Q&, < 2$(LJ =NJL,) which then gives Q = Q, since Q is star- 
covered. Thus P = P,O,(PQ) by (2.3)(ix). Observe that, since 
g ~~?:Qii Q, by (2.13)(i), O,(QL,) 4 sZQ(W In particular, 
‘Now] suppke for the moment that L, 4 YL,(P). Thus P, < .TJL,). 
Employing Lemma 5.8(c) yields ( ince Llr $‘YL,(P) and O,(QL,) 4 Q,) that 
O,(PQ) < *Tp(L,). Because P = P,O,(PQ) we must have P, 4 Yp(L,), and 
so L,,<JFL,(P). Hence L, * = L, # L, by Lemma 7.7(c) and (e). Therefore 
O,,(L, Q) # 1 by Corollary 4.5. ’
Since .~QL,(L,) = N&d N,,(L,) and Q, < ~&A 
O,(QL 1) = Co,m ,) (NL,(L2>)(O,(QL,)nN,(L,)) 
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by (2.14)(ii). Clearly, since O,(QL,) 4 N&J, C,,(L,) = 1. Hence 
NL,(L,),<L,o by (2.13)(i). C onsequently L,-,< N,JL,) is untenable. For
LIT <NL,(L2> gives 
contrary tothe supposition that Llr 4 YL,(P). Thus we conclude that 
L,? <N&5,). Since Jq, zL2) = {Q, No(&) L,}, by (9.6) wemay assert that 
Z(L,) 4NL2(L1). Hence C,,(L,) = 1and so N,&L,) <Lzp by (2.13)(i). Thus 
Lt = Lzp and so L, = C,,(Q,) LzP by (2.14)(ii) as Qp <N&5,). 
Now L, = Lzn would give [L2, [N,(L,),p]] = 1 by (2.3)(x). Since Q,, = 
Q,n Q, = Q n Q, = Q, Q N&5,) this means [L2, Q,] = 1. However, QL, 
admits or fixed-point-freely and h nce[Q,, L,] = 1 by Lemma 3.7. Such a 
situation contradicts (9.3). So L, # Lzp. Therefore CJQ,) # 1. 
Now 1 + Llr <NJL,) implies that NL,(Lz) = 1. For N,,(L,) # 1when 
combined with the shape of A(q, n,) yields that 
O,(QLJ = G,cpt,) W,,WW,(QU nN&)) C N&h), 
contrary to O,(QL,) 4 Np(L2). Thus J(A,, KJ = (NL,(Ll) ,,L,}. If 
O,(QL I)p f 1, then 
(N,(O,(QL,),)),.,,,*, 2 G,(Q >v O,,(QW 
The shape of J(?ri, ns) and Ozl(QL,) f 1 force C,,(Q,) Q N,,(L,). 
However, N&5,) < L2, whereas Therefore 
O,(QL A,= 1 which, as LID= 
L, = C,,(Q,) L2, #LZp. 
1, implies that [OJQL,), L ] = 1. Using 
(2.13)(ii) we see that Li 4 L, Q. But then 
which is against the shape of &(q, rrJ. This settles the possibility 
LL 4 %(P)* 
Now we assume that LiX <-PL,(P) holds. Since p= 2, LT 4 YL,(P) by 
(9.1) and so P, < YP(L,). From Lemma 7.7 we have that 
L,o=L:fLl and CL,(PJ 4 %P)’ 
Now P = O,(PQ) P, = O,(PQ) YP(L,) whence we may assert that 
O,(PQ) 4 Yp(L,). Therefore (Z(O,(PQ))), = 1.Thus Z(O,(PQ)) OJPL,) 
admits u fixed-point-freely and h nce [Z(O,(PQ)), OJPL,)] = 1. Since 
Z(O,(PQ)) # 1this gives O,,(PL,) < S,,(Q) = 1. Hence, by Theorem 4.4, 
L, is star-covered. 
Suppose Llr < NLz(L,). Since N,,(L,) 4 L2, would contravene L, being 
star-covered, we have Lzo =Lf = L,. As seen previously this yields 
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[L,, Q,] = 1 which, in conjunction with [L i, Q,] = 1, is untenable. Hence 
~5,~ <NL,(L2). Because 
by (2.14)(ii) and Q = O,(QL,) Q,, we have Q= C,(N,,(L,)) A’&.,). Since 
L, is star-covered L,/o(L,) = L, = (i2)* = (&,), (Lz)7. Considering L,7
acting upon ,& and using (2.3)(  x we have L, = C~,(L,~)(~,),. Because 
Q = C,(N,,(L,)) No(&), &,, <N&d and S,,(Q) = 1 we obtain 
C,,(L,J= 1. Hence L,= (L2)r, and so L,= Lzz. Therefore [No(L& 21 < 
C&L,) by (2.3)(x). Since Q = Q, and Q, < N,(L,), INo( t] # 1. Clearly 
QL1 admits itfixed-point-freely and h nce, using Corollary 4.5together with 
(2.14)(i) since N&G) normalizes O,,(QL,) nN,,(L,) > (O,,(QL,)),), 
This is against L,L, # L,L,, and so ~5,~ < NL,(L2) isnot possible either. 
This finishes Ca e 3, and also completes heproof of Theorem 9.1. 
The next linking theorem ofthis section is, as will be seen, a close r lative 
of Theorem 9.1. 
THEOREM 9.2. Let P and Q be, respectively, a-invariant Sylow p- and q- 
subgroups of G of type Y, and set Y= (i, j k). Assume that he following 
conditions hold: 
(9 pQ= QP, 
(ii’) PLj, =Lj,P, and 
(iii) QLi = LiQ. 
Then at least one of PL, = L,P and QLjk =LjkQ must hold. 
Prooj: We suppose the theorem is false and, as usual, seek a 
contradiction. Further, we set i= 1, j= 2, and k = 3. So the situation is as
follows: PQ = QP, PL,, =L,,P, QL, = L, Q, PL, f L,P, and QL,, #L,, Q. 
First wecollect together some elementary observations. 
(9.26). (91 f Qp < CQL), 
(ii) Z(Q) =Z(Q),, G ~&d9 
(iii) [Z(Q),L,] = 1, and 
Gv) 4, f G%* = twp. 
Part (i) follows from Lemma 3.7 and part (ii) follows from part (i) and 
Lemma 5.1 (b). Since [Q,, ,L,] = 1, (ii) implies (iii). By Lemma 5.1 and 
(2.Q since L,, f 1, L,, = (J&&, would contradict (G,(a)) satisfying 
Hypothesis III. 
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(9.27). If q # 2, then Z(L,,) $ &J,, . 
Since q f 2, 4q, 4 = L,N&,), Qb Suppose that -W,,) < (-Up. 
Applying (2.3)(x) to Z(L,,)N,(L,,) and using (9.26)(i) we have [Z(L,,), 
N,(L,,)] = 1. Therefore Z(L,,) G.%“,,,(Q), contrary to the shape of 
X(q, rz3). Hence (9.27) holds. 
(9.28). IfQ is star-covered and q # 2, then either Q = Q, or Q = Q,. 
Set X= ,Yc(L23) (=Na(Lz3)). Since qf 2, [X, a], [X, t] ,< C,(L,,) by 
(2.11). If [X, o] # 1 # [X, r], then, by(2.3)(viii), (N,(X))* <X whereas Q is 
star-covered. Thus either X < Q, or X < Q, and so, using (2.3)(v), we have 
(9.28). 
(9.29). OnJJ’Ln) $i %JQ>. 
Suppose On2,(PL2J < XYL”L,,(Q). If 2 & nz3, then, by Lemma 7.l(ii), 
OnzJPL23) < (L,,), which then yields, by using Corollary 4.5, Lz3 = (L23)p, 
contrary to(9.26)(iv). Whilst 2E xl3 implies, by Lemma 7.1(i), that 
Onz,(PL23) < Yz,,(Q) = 1. Then, by the centralizer lemma of Hall and 
Higman and Corollary 4.5, Z(L,,) ,< (Lz3),,, which contradicts (9.27). This 
establishes (9.29). 
We now break down the proof according to the form of .d(p, rc,). 
Case 1. L: <N,,(P) 
From Lemma 7.5(c) P,, = 1 and so PL,, admits orfixed-point-freely with 
(L,,)&, = 1. So (P, L,,] = 1 by (2.8). Hence, by virtue of (2.6) 
Q = ,YQ(Lz3) O,(PQ). Consequently O,(PQ) # 1. From Lemma 5.8(f) (with 
L=Q,M=L,,andN=P)wededucethat2En,. 
Since Q, < .Yf(Lz3) and p # 2, 
O#'Q) =Co,m (hd)(O,(PQ) n ~Q(L,,)) 
by Lemma 5.8(b). By Lemma 7.5(f), P # P, and hence O,(PQ) < Ya(LJ. 
Therefore Q = $(Lz3) O,(PQ) = YJLzJ), acontradiction. 
First weprove the following statement, 
(9.30). Q, # Q f Q,. 
Suppose (say) that Q = Q,. Hence, using (2.3)(ix), we have 
P = O,(PQ) P,. So P = OJPQ) Yp(L i) and therefore O,(PQ) 4 Z$(L ,). 
Consequently (Z(O,(PQ))),, = 1 by Lemma 3.13(iii), whence, by (2.8), 
[Z(O,(PQ)), O,,,(PL,,)] = 1. So Oxz3(PL2J & YL,,(Q) which is contrary to 
(9.29). 
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Therefore we conclude that Q# Q,, and, similarly, it maybe shown that 
Q+Q,. 
Now we deal with the possibility p = 2.In view of Case 1 we may assume 
L: 4 S,(P). Therefore by a double application of Lemma 5.8(c) (with 
L = Q, M = P, and N = L,) we have either O,(PQ) < $(L1) or one of 
O,(QL,) < Q, and O,(QL,) < Q, holding. Since q # 2, by Lemma 3.3(vii) 
and Theorem 4.4 the latter alternative yields that Q is star-covered whence 
Q = Q, or Q = Q, by (9.28). Hence, by (9.30), O,(PQ) QTp(L1) pertains. 
A further consequence of (9.30) isthat O,(PQ) 4 YJL,,). For O,(PQ) Q
TJL,,) implies, viaLemma 4.6 and (2.3)(v), thateither Q = Q, or Q = Q,. 
Hence O,(PQ) # 1 and, by (9.26)(i), (Z(O,(PQ))), = 1. Consequently 
LW,tPQh O,,(QL,)l = 1 and thus O,,(QL,) < YL,(P). Using (2.3)(xi), 
Lemma 7.6(ii)(a) and Glauberman’s ZJ-theorem w  have Z(J(Q)) 4 QL, . 
Clearly then N,@(Q)) < Yp(L,). Since [Z(Q), L ] = 1 by (9.26)(iii), we see 
that P = N#(Q)) C,(Z(Q)) O,(PQ) < Yp(L ,), acontradiction. 
So we may now assume for the rest of Case 2that p # 2. We next show 
that 
(9.31). O,(PQ) = 1. 
Supposing that O,(PQ) # 1 we shall deduce a contradiction. Thus Z(Q) n 
O,(PQ) # 1 whence, by (9.26)(iii), O,(PQ) < Yp(L ,)(=N,,(L J). Then 
Theorem 4.4, Lemmas 4.6 and 7.6 demand that P = P,. Therefore 
Mb, 7~~) = {Np(L,) L,, P} and, since PL,, admits ur fixed-point-freely, 
[P, L,,] = 1. Employing (2.6) gives Q = O,(PQ) YQ(L,,). So, by (9.26)(i), 
PP,PQN), = 1. H ence [Z(O,(PQ)), O, (QL,)] = 1 which implies that 
O,,(QL,) < YL,(P) = 1. By the centralizer lemma of Hall and Higman and 
Corollary 4.5, Z(L,) = Z(L,)*. 
We claim that Z(L J < L I,, . Employing (2.3)(x) on P,(Z(L ,)/Z(L 1)0) and 
WVJW~M yields Z&) = G&‘J WA = G&‘J Z(L),. 
Suppose L,L,, f Lz3L,. Then, as RJU = 1, G&TJ~ CzcL,,tp,> G 
$,(J%. From Lemma 5.1(b), CztL1#‘J, Cz&PT) < Llo,, and thence 
-w,KLl& This establishes t  claim, since L, L,, = L,,L, forces 
OnJL1Lz3) = 1 which in turn, by Corollary 4.5, gives Z(L,,) < (Lz3)* = 
(L23)o. From (9.27) q = 2 and so 2 6? x2,. Hence L,, = (L13),, by Corollary 
4.5 which cotradicts (9.26)(i). 
From Z(L,) <Llor (2.3)(xi) yields Z(L,) < C,,(N,(L,)) < YL,(P) = 1, and 
this is the desired contradiction to theassumption O,(PQ) # 1. Thus (9.3 1) 
holds. 
Suppose O,(PQ) <N,,(L,) holds. Then, since p # 2, Lemmas 4.6 and 7.6 
and Corollary 4.5 force P = P,. Then Q = Q, Q YQ(Lz3) by (9.31) and 
(2.3)(ix). Therefore O,(PQ) 4N,(L,). Hence (Z(O,(PQ))),, = 1 and thus, 
using (2.8), we may infer that O,JPL,,) <YL,,(Q) which is not possible y 
(9.29). With this contradiction we have liminated Case 2. 
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Case 3. p = 2 and Either P, ,<Yp(L,) and L,r < YL,(P) or P, < $(L,) 
and L& 9=,(P) Hold 
Without loss of generality we assume P, < $(Ll) and L,z < YL,(P) 
pertains. 
Suppose, additionally, that Q is not star-covered. Th n O,(PQ) # 1 by 
Theorem 4.4. Since [Z(Q), L,] = 1 by (9.26)(iii), we may infer that 
O,(PQ), C @(Q)) < %(L,). So, by (W, P = $(L ,) NAJ(Q>>. Clearly, 
then, N&(Q)) 4 9$(L,). Therefore, with the aid of Glauberman’s 
ZJ-theorem, L = -pL,(P) O,,(LIQ>- So O,,G Q> di %,(p). Because 
LIT <S, ,(P> and O,PQ) 4 Q, (as Q is not star-covered), Lemma 58(c) 
demands that P, < S,(L J. Hence PK Yl(L,), which has already been 
eliminated. 
Therefore we may suppose that Q is star-covered. HenceQ = Q, or 
Q = Q, by (9.28). 
We assert that O,(PQ) < 9$(L r ). Suppose O,(PQ) 4 Yp(L ,). Clearly 
OJPQ) # 1 and, from Lemma 7.7, (Z(O,(PQ))), = 1. Hence [Z(O,(PQ)), 
On*pL23)1 = 13 and so On2,(PLJ < YLJQ), against (9.29). This verifies 
the assertion. 
Consequently Q = Q,. For Q = Q, yields, using (2.3)(ix), P = O,(PQ) 
P, < S,(L r). Of course w then have P = O,(PQ) P, = S,(L 1) P,. Since G, 
has Fitting length at most two, P = O,,(PQ)NpT(Q). Now 9$(Lz3) = 
N&L) dZ Q,, else 1f Q, G Q,,. Set N = NQW&d. So N$mj < WL23) 
by (2.3)(viii) and (2.11). Also, by (2.26), P permutes with NJLzJ), and 
N,,<Q) normalizes both N and N,(L,,). Apply (2.14)(ii) to N,lQ)N yields 
because P = O,(PQ) Np,(Q). Now N,(L,,) # N and so N,(P) 4 N,(L,,). 
Therefore C, ,,(Z(P)), NL &T(P)) < YL ,,(Q) = 1. (by Lemma 7.1 (i)). Hence 
L,, 4 L,,P by (2.6). Now Z(P) <P,, by Lemma 7.7(b) and so, employing 
(2.12), [Z(P), L ,] = 1. But then N,(P) < NQ(Z(P)) < N&,23), which is not 
so. 
This completes .the examination of Case 3. 
Since each of the possibilities for M(p,x,) leads toa contradiction, we see 
that at least one of PL, = L r P and QLz3 = L,, Q must hold. 
The proof of Theorem 9.2 is complete. 
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